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WOMAN'S SHRIEK SAVED THE FLOODED RIVERS ARE

FROM

NX

NUMBER 150
LAST VOTE

HOM OUR BLESSINGS FLOW

ON

TARIFF THE

LIFE OF PRESIDENT

BILL IN THE SENATE

AT NORWICH

THIS JEVENING

Senators Decide to Stay

She Saw an Armed Man Near Streams In Two States Are
Going Back Into
Tafi and Gave the Alarm
to Secret SerTheir Banks
Today
vice Men.
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Joyner. of North Carolina.
Selected as President
of the Association Today.
EDUCATORS SWAT
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Dradley's Amendment to Help In. Declare That Students Are Degen
dustry Accepted bv the
erate and That Present
Senate Aldrlch to
Methods Must Be
Head the Senate
Changed to Bet-

Yesterday.

Champlaln.
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GROWERS

HOMELESS

Rescuers Saved Two Marooned
Citizens and Food Supplies
Are Being Rushed to
Towns Inundated

The President and Other Prominent Men the Leading
FIflures In Paying

ANTI-BO-

CANDIDATE

Session Until Vote Can
Be Secured
Today.
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IN BIG CELEBRATION
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Kansas City, July 8. Flood conNew York, July 8. Detective James
P. Ward, of New Haven, Conn., is au- ditions in Kansas and Missouri are
thority for the statement that a wo- vastly improved today. Except Kan- man saw a man with a pistol under cas City, where the Kansas and MisPresident Taft while the souri rivers converge, most of the
his coat
latter was assisting the town of Nor- - , streams in this part of the southwest
with to celebrate its 2o0th anniver- were receding this morning and it
sary. Ward was assigned to assist was believed that the worst stage had
the Norwich police and was close to been reached and passed.
But little rain has fallen since last
the president during the parade.
gave a night. No additional lives were lost,
A woman in the crowd
shriek, he says, and when he reached so far as known. In northwestern
her side she told him that she had Missouri, in the vicinity of Patlons-burwhere several thousand per
seen a small man with a glittering j
revolver under his coat and that this sons were driven from their homes,
man was very close to the president. it is believed that all ha"ve been taken
With a secret service operative, to safety. Many in this district are
Wheeler, and several Norwich poli- without homes, however, and are sufceman, Ward says he searched the fering acutely, but relief Is being
crowd for the armed man but he had rushed to them.
The damage here is confined to the
disappeared. According to Ward the
president was not in the least dis- east and west bottoms and is not extensive. At Pomona, Kansas, all the
turbed by the incident.
marooned passengers from the wreckTwo Countries Celebrate.
ed Santa Fo train, which ran into the
Plattsburg , N. T.. July 8. The river yesterday, have
found shelter
part
New
state of
York concluded Its
and are safe. The river that caused
in the celebration of the discovery of this flood is receding.
The song of the reaper is heard toLake Champlain last night with a
Close to 2,000 persons were renderbanquet at which President Taft, Am- ed homeless, with a property loss of day In Texas and Oklahoma. Jt will
bassadors Jusserand and Bryce, Hen-at- M.5i.ttOI). six persons were JrovJtneit move- north gradually until the whole
Root,' Governor Hnghef, Goverand two Injured, railway traffic to the nation will resound with the clatter
nor Prouty, Postmaster General
north, west and south of Kansas City of knives bowing the bursting heads
presLemieux of Canada, were
demoralized, and thousands of acres
During
the of rich farming land and miles of of grain.
ent and made addresses.
Again the nation is bountifully blesday the president reviewed a parade railroad tracks are under water. The
of American and Canadian troops grentest suffering today is at Ottawa sed by the God that rules the elements; crop reports are favorable,
and addresses were made at the bar- and Springfield.
and unless some unforseen disaster
racks in the afternoon by several notKansas Town Flooded.
comes there will be bread for all.
ed men.
Ottawa, Kan., July 8. Ottawa Is
today experiencing the worst flood in
its history. A section of the town
THE CONSERVAflON
never before visited by water Is under
four feet of water from the Marias
BOARD IN SESSION des Cygnes river. This Includes the
Santa Fe station. More than 500
families are homeless and many frame
down
OHtccr W ere Elected and Meeting houses have been carried
stream. The tracks of the Missouri
Adjourned to Meet at AlbuPacific and the
Fe roads are
querque in the I'm II.
under many feet of water and trains
are
The damage to
here.
Santa Ee, N. M., July 8. The ter- cropsstalled
and livestock amounts to many
ritorial conservation commission met thousands.
Judge Abbott in the district court
this afternoon and elected Hon. Sollate this afternoon issued a temporary
Seven Inches ol Ram.
omon Luna as president, A. A. Jones
Springfield, Mo., July 8. Spring- restraining order .prohibiting the Waand A. Fleming Jones
eecrtary and treasurer. The board field and vicinity are suffering today ter Supply company from turning ace-;ui- a
water into the city nmins and readjourned to meet again at Albuquer- from the worst flood in the town's
que during the territorial fair this history, following an overflow of the quiring a bond of $5,001) of F. F.
tail.
.Ionian river, the result of a heavy Trotter, the complainant
Mr. Trotter muJe application to the
rainfall early today, amounting to
seven inches. The river is normally court for an injunction to prevent
CHINA
aeequia water being turned into the
PKOTHST OF HI SSI A but 20 feet wide and runs through city
supply and during the hearing
Pekin, July 8. It Is reported today the heart of the city. The tremendWater Supply company's atthai the Chinese maritime customs ous downpour sent it up without torneythe requested
that he b ordered
regulations are now in operation on warning and soon the stream was half to furnish an ample
bond.
the Sungari river. The action of a mile wide. Three persons are reit is understood thut water from
P.ussia in opposing and obstructing ported drowned and the damage is the aeequia
has not been used In thi
riavigution on this river, is believed estimated at $750,000. Scores of res- city mains since
the application for
here to be based on strategical con- idences are flooded and wholesale an injunction
wa made but the city
sideration because she has cited to houses and factories are submergeu. authorities are keeping
watchmen at
China in her protect the discussions It was necessary to chop holes in the the aeequia.
roofs of some houses to rescue the
embodied in the minutes of tbe
The Water Supply company was
commercial treaty of occupants. The streets are blocked given
twentj days in which to file
7 . Japan
1
Lhen contended that th.; by tons nf debris. Farm property is answer to
the suit of Mr. Trotter for
treaty
automatically greatly damaged.
Portsmouth
a permanent injunction.
opened t:ie Amur river and its tributtlurkario Broken.
A. B. McMillln. who appeared hs at
taries hi Manchuria to navigation.
Denver, July 8. The blockade on
On the other hand Russia claimed the Denver and Rio Grande railroad
ex lusive Russian and Chinese navi- in the Royal Gorge, which resulted
gation rights as "territorial advan- from rains
Saturduy, Sunday and SECOND WILL FILED
tages"
Monday, was raised last night and
China and Japan claim hat inter- hundreds of excursionists on their
national navigation accompanies in- way to the Pacific coast resumed their
IN 0IER0 ESTATE
ternational trade. The action of the Journey. The railroad tracks for a
Ruthin foreign office would appear distance of 600 feet were covered
in the direction of separatlirre to be
from one to six feet with sand and Married IMiu&lilcr AL That Equal
ing the-.(- .
two questions. Russian debris.
Division Aiiioiik All lletrs He
anxiety at the prospect of Japanese
.Made.
navigation of the river is undisguised
THE JULY CROP
The tiling in probate court tliia
I. II E IMPRISONMENT.
morning
of a second wilt in the mutChicago, July 8. Life imprisonestate nf Mrs. M H. Otero.,
ter
the
of
REPORT
PROMISING
Boy-er
ment is the penalty that Justice
deceased,
indicates
that a lengthy leupon
of Kvanston would inflict
gal controversy will likely be lict'es-tr- y
reekliss and drunken chauffeurs.
to settle the estate.
ll crop
re In VJiami' of TIio-The KvausMn Justice makes the
Shortly after the deaih of Mrs.
Imm Year and Big Yield I
lecoinmendation
that such drastic
Otero, Attorney E. W. DoLuon, apAnticipated.
runishmcnt be prescribed by law for
pearing for the heirs at large, filed a
speed maniacs, in a letter written to
w ill dated May 13, Kill it. in w hich she
Washington. July H. The average divided
the Chicago Automobile club. "The
her estate equally among the
only effectual remedy for drunken condition of the July corn crop is 89.1 heir, (xeepting Mrs Berg, a married
chauffeurs who think so little of li' per cent of the normal as against 82. k daughter, who was bequeathed 11,000.
that they are willing to place it in a year ago. Winter wheat I 82.4
This morning Mr. Berg tiled at tne
Jeopardy to gratify the speed mania against 80.6 a ,eur ttgo. Spring wheat probate clerk's office a will made in
says Justice 9.7 against HIM. Spring and winter 1897.
I
life imprisonment,"
the estate equally
which diid
83. (t. among
wheat combined 86.5 against
Eover in the letter.
the several heirs. The estate
Oats 8. 3 ucainst 85.7 Barley 80.2 is one of the largest in the territory.
against A healing nf the last will Bled is set
ciainst 8i 2 and rye. 91.4 109.006,-oitTO MAKE TAX LEVY.
u
The finance committee of the city 01.2. The corn planted Is
for Saturday.
In
acre.
office
the
tonight
council will meet
of
purpose
the
Mayor
for
Lester
ot
Ql'AKE IX IN Il Y.
CI ft II V NYMES TlU fcTEE.
arranging a tax levy for the ensuing
Santa Fe. N. M.. July 8. Governor , Simla. India. July 8. A sever
year for city purposes. It was estioccurred at 1
mated at the meeting of the council Curry today appointed Squire Hart, earthquake shock
of o'clock this morning and was felt
Tuesday night that tne levy would be of Ranches de Taos, a member
Spanish-America- n
over a wide expanse f territory. Hev-orabout 18 mills. Last year the levy the board of trustees of the
houses were thrown down.
at
Rito.
El
school
normal
was 15 wills.
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The artist has caught the spirit of
July in his picture. Tti farmer who
has plowed deep, needed well, nourished his land, sits on the fence o'
evenings stroked by the contenting
hund of Achievement. It Is for auch
moments as these that men live and
strive. For hard toil, long hours of
toll, the "slave of the wheel of iabor"
Is compensated by the realization of
splendid accomplishment."
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World.

lt.ireenia- of Hie

St. Puul, July 8. fine of the
features of the United Society of
Christian Endeavor, which conven- d

TRIP TO (OROPE

big-gi-

st
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ORDER AGAINST WATER CO.

t,

ter Results.

Washington. July S. The deDres- sing suggestion of a Drotraeted sea.
sion to conclude consideration of the
taritT bill was contained in a motion
presented by Aldrlch as soon as the
Senate convened today. He moved
to amend the order of nrocertnre.
striking out the provision for auto
matic adjournment at 7 o'clock.
No objection was made as there is
a general understanding on both sides
inai a nnui vole on the tarllt bill will
be taken bofore adjournment todav.
There was no effort to reach an understanding as to the hour.
The Senate accented
lira ill. v'
amendment, permitting tobacco growers to sell their products without
payment ot tax.
Aldrlch Heads Conferees.
Washington. July 8. The senate
will be represented In the
on the tariff bill by eight members,
flva republicans and three democrats,
an ot wnom will be selected according to seniority of mi mtiershln In ih
committee on finance. Senators .Aid- rten. Burrows, Penrose, Hale and'Cul-loyear
Each
the American farmer
will be the republican
adds ciphers to the bewllderng tj-t- aud SonHiosH Daniels. Money members,
and
of bushels of trrain. This1 yetfi,
dejTincrattf," Speaker Cannon
if nil continues well, the splendid land has given no Indication
of
his choice
that Providence gave Into our keep- of representatives for the conference.
ing will produce more than two and
a half billion bushels of corn, some
700.000.000 bushels of wheat,
bushels of oats. 170,000,000
of barley. These with all other farm
products will have a value of nearly
DELE6ATES IN SESSION
or quite 18.000. 000,000.
St. Paul

COUR T ISSUES RESTRAINING

I'

WEATHER FORECAST

torney for the Water Supply company
today, told the court that a restrain
ing order against the use of aeequia
water In the mains would place the
city in danger from tires should they
occur fit a time when the water in
the reservoir was low from excessive
consumption. He Raid that under existing conditions, the Water
could not keep up with the
demand for water.
He suggested
that Mr. Trotter was merely a figurehead in the case and that be was not
bringing suit on his own behalf.
Attorney Wood, who represented
tin complainant, replied to the
of Attorney McMillin.
He charged the Water Supply Co
with turning infected water into the
mains of the city for revenue and as.
s. : ted that It imperiled the
public
hea It'it. On several oeruvinii- - tbe attorneys became emphatic in their
statements and some of the remarks
were heated and personal.
Supply-compan-

Denver, Colo.. July g. J. A. Jov.
ner, of; North Carolina, the anti-bootrust candidate, was chosen for
dent of the National Educationalnr.i.
by the nominating commit
tee today. He defeated . Benjamin-Blewett- ,
of st. Louis, and Dr. John H
Phillips, of Alabama. Jovner Is man.
erlntendent of schools in North Car,
olina.
The officer elected are: J. A. Jo- ner of North Carolina, president; A..",
H. Chamberlain of California, treaa-- "
urer; iL. H. Harvev of Wisconsin
first
Answering the question as why a '
young man degenerate
within alx
month after entering college, which'
he said had not Infrequently been ask-e- d
of him by Uachers of the lower'
.
choola, Chas.
dean of the '
University of Nebraska. In an addntas
oerore ma higher education depart
ment of the National Education
'
elation this morning, declared Itiuw
wax
Because he was not made elt reliant
before he was
nt to college.
Ha
proposed the English and th 0rtnan "
methods to top th1 or .iig r mor'i
k,

Fbi-dyce-

r.

Forestry and the car of natural
ource were discussed bv Hum. a
Wynkenwerder. "of Colorado collefre.
in a paper in which he urged the
western boy who thinks of coming
w.t to apply himself ' to the stud .
of nature and the preservation of It
resources.
"The college muckraker has as id. .
and has proved his point, that college
education today is chiefly notable for
lit inert ectiveness, said John H. T. .
Main, president
of Iowa College,
Orlnnel. Iowa, In n addn-n- s
before
the department of higher education of
the National Education association today.
"But like all epigrammatic
statements, this Is not the only thing
that can bo said and proved about
college cdueution.
It may also b
shown that It is the most elTecNvs
method in existence for acquainting
men with the world and making them
efficient agents in it.
"The college br.-man la, under
normal conditions, the superior man.
but he may be produced at too great
expense w hen we consider all the tim
and labor and money spent up.Mi Jiinv
Efficiency has a definite relation to.
cost of production.
"Iju-of efllclency in college sdu- - .
cation Is largely due to absence of In- - tier comm unity life In our colleges.
This is due to diversity of Interest
cultivated by the elective system, th
lurge and rapidly growing number of
courses offered, the absence of a definite controlling purpose In th Institution as a whole, the professional
and technical methods that too often
characterise the work, the absence of
a relationship between teacher and
pupil on a personal basis, and Anally
the absence of a genuine desire for
unified spirit and life.
"To correct this condition
then
must first of all be a genuine deslrw
A
for
strong
life.
purpose looking to thU end will
achieve it. Tht-r- e must be an Institutional pirlt developed by strong
I eraonulitles
in administrative
and
teaching positions. There must be organization of the elective system l.i
such a way as to secure unity of spirit.
particularly In lower classes. Thu
college muMl at Limes work as a college on the intellectual and spiritual
side us well as on the side of athletics
and general activities. In the modern
college the problem Is a difficult one.
but when we determine to solv. 't.
do so."
Training the (Jlrlw.
"The new order of things baa
come, but women, so far. have n it
been given the moans with which to
utilize tt." said Mr Ellen H. Rlctt-nl- s.
of the Maesachu-Hett- s
Institute of
Technology, Boston, In her address at
a department meeting of the National
Kduoiitinn association.
"To whom
shall we turn for experience amV
knowledge? Toe man In the industrial world
"The management of American industries, the methods of tha American
business world stand at the very front
brought there by using the lesson of
ixperieiice to form a deftiute stiencx
of business methods. The tuyoe cannot be maintained
without, labor
bow much labor depends upon th
perfection of machinery and then,
woman's greater flexibility of thought
and adaptability of manipulation. lha
mujt feel the sense of power over

here yesterday for the twentyifourth
Claims to Have Funds annual convention, will
be the parade
Abroad and Would Go Get
this evening in which thousands of
Them if Permit led.
visiting Endeavors will take part. The
parade will march to the Minnesota
New York. July
8.
Charles W. state capltol where a song service will
Morse, the financier who was released be held. William Jennings
Bryan
from the Tombs on $125,00(1
ball, will address the delegates in behalf
contemplates a trip to Europe before of the ITnited States and Hon. GeoTge
his appeal for a new t rial is heard Xicholus, member of
the British
in the fall
Mr. Morse, who had just I urllament. wllltmake an address on
returned to New York from Bath. behair of Great Britain,
Maine, . has informed his friends that
More than 25.000 members of the
parties in Europe sre holding a ma- organisation
are here to taxe part in
jority of the securities
through the convention.
This Includes many
which lie hopes to financially
prominent men of this and other
himself and that by calling on lountries and delegates from all parts
t hem personally he can cfT.-c- t
a quick of the United States and many
arrangement in his ow u favor.
At lust night's sescountries.
When Morse was repmsed on bail, sion the following officers were
I' was expressly stipulated
that he. f lei ted
should not leave the United States as
Shaw, general secretary; J.
the charges against him do not con- .N". William
Latham, treasurer; Prof. Amos R.
stitute an Internal! lonul extraditable Wells,
Mr. Morse's friends ay that Oraff, editorial secretary; George B.
offense.
publication manager;
George
ail of the men on his bond are will- W. Coleman,
superintendent of
ing that In- should go to Europe and
league;. W. H. Anderson, superlire said to be willing to so Inform
intendent of builders' union.
the court.
In his annual
report,
Secretary
Shaw eahl in part:
w
BUTTER FROM OIL
Each yeitr, Ith the steady multiplication of our own and kindred so
cleties, we feel that we have come to
IS LATEST SCHEME the end of any great numerical increase in our fellowship. And still we
find that we have not yet taken posstandard Oil Coiiijiaiiy Plans Exten. session of afl the land.
At tli"? Seattle convention It was my
sloii of Its Work for the Comprivilege to report a total enrollment
mon People.
of 89.138 societies, with a memberNew York. July 8. The Standard ship of 3,456,900. This great host has
been still further Increased by the.
Oil cheioiBis are declared to tiaie
a proccsn whereby they can cddition of 2,355 societies, with a
membership of 94.200, making our
in ike butter as a product of crude petroleum. It is Kiiiil that plans have present net enrollment 71.49'! BtMie-tie- s.
with 3,551.100 members.
lt en prepared and contract.'
w ill soon
evangelical dePractically
be jet for putting up a big butter
nominations are represented In this
making plant by the company.
world-wid- e
fellowship. The Presbyterians still hold the first place, with an
IOI GUT I OH MA EX HOIKS.
St Petersburg, July 8. Pntis dis- enrollment, including Junior, intermepatches received here from Teheran. diate and Young People's of 10,198
societies. Next come the Disciples,
Persia, give further detail of the
defeat at Shahabad of the Per- who by the united, enthusiastic inter-- i
sian revolutionists at the hands of st of pastors, church leaders, and
the cossacks of the shah. The de- young people, have captured the sectachment of cossacks was commanded ond place from the congregutional-its- .
with the magnificent total of 7.- by Captain Perebl noxsoff. and took
up ild station in one of the summer 148 acjcleties. The Congreg-ationalisMsidcnceH of tin- shall. The attack are now thud, with 8.545 societies.
wan made at night. A strong force of After we get through analyzing and
the revolutionists advanced and the criticising the movement I speak as
lighting lasted for seven hours. The a CongregutKnalit 'which in th
revolutionists showed great courage, irovlJcnce of (rod we had the honor
but they were finally scattered and of giving to the world, we shall take
driven back by the machine guns. hold of it and push it In ft way thai
The revolutionists lost a cannon an I will make the leader look out for
four flags, while the cossucks ha 1 their laurels.
three men killed and three others
Next come the Uaptdstn. with their
wounded.
splendid squadron of 3,497 societies. thing.
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KETCHEL

TO FIGHT

IANGF0R0 TO FINISH
Labor Day Scrap for Clianiploii-I.iand Itig Pure i secured by
Nevada Town.

p

.In'y
8.
Han Francisco.
Ketchel and Sam l.ingford will ligii.
to a finish at Ely. .'eada. Labor Day,
September 6. for the middleweight
championship
of the world and a
purse tif $25.1100. Thit announcement
was made late yesterday bv Wil'is
The
Hritt. manager for
of a symlintle of mining
men of Nevada have been in the city
several days to arrant'- the mulch.
-

AM. ARE IEMOCi TS.
L.meilale Ind.. .In! 8. For thirty-twa
years W. .1. Ste.-gDemocrat,
postmaater at l.inn d.jle. lias hoped l'i
Republic-tiwould
vain dill Home
move Into this town and get his Job.
The office did not pay much, anyhow, and on the Fourth of July, Steeg
decided to assert his independence and
throw up the Job. Saeeg was appoint-i- d
by
postmaster
Preident
tier
Hayes. A Democrat will be his successor Because Llniedaie In still without a Republican voter.
o

all-th-

re-(c-

-

w-c- an

lt;K TWO.

ALBUqUEKQUL

The Albuquerque Citizen CLIPPINGS:
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
From
Press
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WILLIAM. F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER
PRESIDENT

THK
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Om Month by Mail
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One Month by Carrier Within City Limits
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New Mexico

The only Illustrated dally newspajier in
medium of the southwest.

and the best

.

M.,

silver-Ylsta- c

CITIZEN IS:

The Iiradlnft Ilrpublican Pally and Weekly Newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "square deal."
E CITIZEN HAS:
The Finest Equipiicd Job Department In New Mexico.
The latest lit porta by Associated ITess and Auxiliary News Service.

THE

I'.iil lei- - lit

.

Denier, Colo,

r

In his address, the subject of which
"The Call to citizenship." President l:utl r said the educational Instrumentalities of the country schools,
collegia and universities alike, have
before them here a task which takes
precedence of nil questions of school
organization and management, of programs of study and cirriculum, of
teachers' salaries and tenure of office,
TypeUIXsT M'MHV DEATH.
The undertakers of In nver at a of general versus vocational training,
writer
meeting hist week entered into an of seeondnry and ancilary questions
agreement not to conduct any more of ei ry sort the task, namely, of
funerals on Sunday. Thus those preparing Intelligent American citiThe new
to take up each his own share
scheme has
Iirsons about to die are given duo zens
all sorts of possibilities. If a man ha.i-M-notice to arrange their dates to pass of the nation's responsibilities.
to
lazy
be
he can have the maaway accordingly. Imh Vegas optic.
"The unrest which is abroad in the
w heeled up into
his room in the
world, and which is found alike in chine
hotel
type.these
DI Jltl: lATADLE MONEY.
Europe and In America. In the unare
writers
to
be
in hofound chli-HAccept no mutilated Mexican bill', changing east as well as In the restas they will not be redeemed by the less and rapidiv moving west. Is in tels and then he can go to work doMexican National bank. This Inforno small part due to the lack of un- ing up hi correspondence at his leismation is being sent to all of tni derstanding of what Is going on In. ure.i nere are
many men who .lo not
lianas on the border. Tin- order is the world and what has gone on I carp
to dictate to hotel stenographers
similar to the one sent out some time hitherto," said the speaker.
"The ana tney
would ever so much rather
ago, stating that no Mexican pesas world has been for more than a huntheir own letters, but hitherto
w ould he redeemed und placing a prodred years under III'' spell of abstract write
they
have been unable to get the use
hibitive duty on them being whippet' principles, admirable In themselves,
either in or out of the country. Tuc-o- n and yet the world In large measure of a writing machine conveniently.
Not
all of them can make use of
Citizen.
lacks the ability or the capacity so to
Ingenious scheme of the penniless
organize itself and its business that the
young
who got his start as a secLITTLE HIT .MK.IITV,
those principles shall find Just and retary nuin getting
a man to dictate
A full fledged American citizen, enequable expression. Kverywhere old letters by
to him and then making the
titled to all the rights and privileges beliefs, old traditions, and old customs
of the typewriter company ofau such, arrived at the homo of
are giving way before tne corroding rounds
fices pretending that he wanted to
Corny last Monday.
d
He is thi tooth of time, and as the
tuy
a
machine, and writing out a
t.'iird hoy of tin., household. Santa
creeds, political, social and religJn each office ax a te.st of the
Kosu Sun.
ious, lose their hold, others equally letter
machine he was supposed to he trvlim
controlling
Hnd imperative
do not out.
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mine forward lo take their place. ImThe thing makes it appeal, too. to
Willi the local showers three weeks mense masses of men are left, thereahead of last season, and the warmi r fore, with almost boundless opportun- authors and writers who haven t the
Of course, at
weuther now on, there Is no reason- ities for good or evil, but without price of a typewriter.
thirty minutes for 10 cents It is not
able doubt of u crop failure in the guiding prineiplis
with
which to so cheap
as hiring a machine at 4
valley this year. While it is true thu: work. This leads to intellectual, polia month, but then It can be put aside
crops which were planted early last tical and moral restlessness.
when not wanted and Is not costing
year, came up in good season, it in
"There are many who feel that ihe money when It Isn't In u.se.
equally trim that after coming up, rising
is
of Americans
generation
hotel corridor 1hp .thf .lv
liny .stood and waited, until the mid-d- growing up without any proper know- - waOne
enlivened by the sight of a young
of July for moisture and warm ledge of the fundamental principles
mHn grav,.Iy ropynff off ,he writt,n
weather before any noticeable growth of American Institutions and Ameri- - rnanU)W.rpt
occur. In live years the valley can government. Because of this lack elltIy S()0n of wnil, Btory that nppap.
was t gtart thp rounu
has not missed a crop, and we are
men lend
knowledge,
Tne prP.SPnc( vt thp
not pessimistic enough to give up this of
ear quite too readily to demagogs who
hotrl 0rrldor has much the
early In the game. With ninety day propose to them all sorts of clii'mos'Mm,the pffect
ns tno varous BnoW8 at
of growing weather ahead, there is without any relation, save one of an- Inland. Just because lt
there
plenty of time for the maturing of all tagonism. to establish political prirt- - Coney
fo)ks aro tenipted to spend monev on
crops. So,
"quitcherkicking"
and eiphs. From listening to demagog- - jj
"smile, darn ye!" The Estan.ia New u.r. it is but a short and easy step
A Joung man anj a young wonl!,.,
to a state of mind in which envy, were walking through a hotel the
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greed and hate arc elevated to the(0thtr Uay an(I th,.y
one of thost,
Isn't It a shame that Hill Warren, louy place wmcn snouui oe occupieo
Uevices.
Kill Stalcup and Bill Eidson are pro- by respect
as
and confidence as well
"Can you write on a typewriter?"
hibit- d from entering the ugliiwt inu'i by
political Insight, political know- she asked .and the young man recoi :e: f.' The Bills are the Judges ami ledge, and political experience Th
not allowed to participate; otherwise Amrelcans of nn earlier day got their plied proudly that he could.
he spent 10 cents to prove to
there would he a lovely contest l o ' training in the fundamental principles theSoyoung
woman that he could. Of
that box of cigais. The A latuogoi .!'. of citizenship from stirn facts which course,
all of the typewriter clientele
New..
Today, however, one isn't like that. Mostly they are
faced them.
d
hears much less of these fundapersons, who hire the
n
ix every ek;hhoi:iiooi
mental principles. There are those
hecaune they really have busil'.'fc awfully funny to watch a for.'
among ns, some of them in plac- ness
they want to g.-- t
mother plaster the acanl nuir of a es of responsibility and great Influ olT. correspondence
New York Sun.
howling youngster with ence, who (aji them outworn, anti- vaseline, especially when, vou can re quaxeu, OOiUtflfiey, iu popular
ruvitii- - HOSF. THAT l IHMiKS ITS COliUIt.
member the time that sumo V. M. ment, and who would substitute
the
White In the shade, red In the sun.
played "Lysander" in the
y '
;.::! Ing desire today for the care- such in the twofold character
Me San Bernardino Index.
that has
play:
fully .vrought design of all time. The given a name to the chameleon
rose.
ns usurpers of an At night or when It Is carried Into a
ore
attacked
couiti
,11'ST HORN.
people
them- dark room It nssumes u waxlike whiteauthority
which
the
San Jon, Quay county, whi.h
have given them for the peo- ness. This does not occur abruptly,
ready has one weekly newnpapcr, la.-- t selves
ple's protection. The carefully bijilt but the petals first pass through a
week gave life to u new Join nalist!
have been put above in- blush tint, which rapidly changes Into
venture "The San Jon .Sentinel," i guards which
rights and liberties are de- a very pale rose, and finally end by
Well edited und ably edited wecl.lv dividual
newspaper, that gives tile imprcs.sion nounced as fortresses of privilege by becoming the purest white. Then, if
who seek privileges for them- it Is taken Into bright sunlight, with
that San Jon must be a progossive those
selves at the expense of the rights of the greatest rapidity it resumes the
n
and prosperous community.
others.
scarlet of the most brilliant peony.
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horticultural
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influential
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comes from Japan, that country of
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happiness
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mankind.
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sale of
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nchester Tuesday when he noticed a
Ideal v. ith the other.
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"If one. seeking lo know the story tigation he found it to be a baby doe
eye
over
Welcome to our city Hill. altlnu;.i of civilization, casts his
back
not more than a day old.
the return is a rather painful remind- the pages of recorded history, he will
The little doe was nearly (b ad. Ha
progress
can
er of Inglorious defeat us conqueror find that the record of
took il home and Mrs. Pinney cared
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a
single sentence. It is for it. The doe was doing nicely toof Arizona In the field of politics and be written in
Journalism, as well us a long Hiring Ihe development of liberty under law. day and will be brought up as a pet,
of blunders Hint make the financial Liberty and law are the two words the game warden having given uts
backers fed ju.st like the man who is upon whose true and faithful exposipermission. The do,. Is of a reddish
sitting on u tack. Bisoe,. i:v. niiM tion all training for citizenship must color with white spot, and in about
rest. He who truly understands the the size of a cat. Bolton CorrespondMiner.
meaning of liberty and the meaning ence. Hartford Courant.
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out the w hisperer hook his head an I tion in any degree.
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entered, lie remained in the stall forms and recite nil the formulas of general of the census from tne varhalf an hour. Then he whistled and the crei d of respectability and dut." ious provinces.' 'London (ilobe.
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"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
Tie favor the immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and
Arizona aa separate Btates in the Union. Republican National Platform.
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The teaching of cooking in Germany Is carried on with German thor-
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Statistics Issued by the interstate commerce commission show that fatalities In railroad accidents were fewer during the first three months of this
year than during the corresponding period of lust year. This Is a gratifying
vendition of affairs and speaks well for the increased care that Is being devoted by the railroads in the operation of their trains. But Slayson Thompson, the Chicagoan who writes pieces for the railroads, will probably rush
3oto print with a statement to the effect that this decrease in railroail fatalities Is due to the financial panic of more than twenty months ago.
lav " by freeing a man
This apology for justice
other parts of the counit in the future that they

A Chicago jury has sustained the "unwritten
"who murdered the alleged betrayer of his sister.
lias apparently been going out of fashion of late in
try, as It should. The Chicago purles should see to
Set well to the head of the line in the procession.

The new governor of Georgia once wrote

a poem. Tom Wuta n dug It
it, and says it's great. Now somebody accuses, Tom of
"wanting a fat office, and predicts he will get it. All of which demonstrates
nw the truth of the old proverb, "You never can tell."

up recently, read

The New York Evening Mail charges the people of the country with
making criminals out of the Chinese. Perhaps it is true but any Chinese
who does not care to become a criminal under those conditions, has always

the privilege of remaining

the Celestial kingdom.
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No wonder some of our foreign relations have difficulty

understand-
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Warning to baseball fans: Don't get too wrought up over the decisions
T the umpire.
A New York man fell in a tit because an umpire called a fly
tiall that looked good for a home run a foul. He hurst a blood vessel and
y die,
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Y"e commend the Ingenious idea of the rami ra naturalist who intended
to photograph wild animals in Africa from a dirgible. Far better to photograph a lion from Inside a balloon than to photograph a balloon from inside
lion.
"
.'I
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astronomer believes there

o:,e "largo undiscovered" star, somewhere away off In Fpacc, that is gradually i.ttrurting to itself all the othc
in the universe. A sort of stellar J li;i 1. Rockefeller, so to speak.
An

Is
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company advertises

An aeroplane

to deliver machines to prospective
I lug
them will do wfll to put in

purchasers within forty days. Those
Ue forty days fasting, praying, and getti-.n.-i- li

t'.nir households

order.

in

What an awful time of it in setting him elf inlit the Harvard professor
who said flirting was human and desirable is having. As a matter of fact,
iu know, probably he was quite coi rc t in the first place.
s

Mrs Howard Gould may console In
with the reflection, m m over,
of an Income tax would not affect her as seriously now as
mould have affected her n year or so ago.

that the passage
!t

The "short and

ugly word" Is employ A by the New York Sun In speaking of Theodore Roosevelt, who would not. it is assumed, use elongated or
mate terms in speaking of the Sun.

Forest rangers refused to p. rm't the dicharge of fireworks within the
limits of the forest reserves. The government cares for its tr. es heller than
titlns J. for their children.
It always pays a man to spi ak reasonably well of himself since he may
that his friends will tell him all of bis bad qualities

'tie reasonably sure
lime, to time.
A New
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SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE

BANK of COMMBRO K
OF ALBUQUERQUE.

M.
Kxtends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodate-anSolicits New Accounts
N".
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CAPITAL. S150.000
omcmns and director 9
SOLOMON LUNA, President

W S.

STRICKLER, Vice President and Cashier

W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldrldee.
A. M. Blackwe 1,
u. E. Cromwell
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The handiest of all vehicles. Comfortable and roomy.
Just
right for one horse. Smart in style and easy to buy.
A vehicle that for
use has no equal. We are
showing many new stjles fresh from the factory.
Our harness and horse goods department is another attraction from the stindpoint of completeness.
Call any timej you will pay less for goods here than

r,

j
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The Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Corner First Street and Tijeras Ave.

J

First National
Bank
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United States
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GOOD BANK

Is important not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
This bank has a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day of its organi-
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zation.
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ing the English language as we speak it in this country. We note in a Virginia contemporary where one baseball team "snowed under" another base-tJ- l
.
.
team Tuesday last.
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Albuquerque Foundry Machine Works
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(Repairs

well-meani-

oughness. Not content with establishing
rural schools where fanners'
'daughters might learn the domestic arts, Germany has now instituted traveling schools. It was found that the rural schools did not meet the needs
of the whole rural population. The bulk of this population Is made up of
vmaTl farmers, and In such homes the help of the daughters Is needed' o
constantly that they can not be sent away from home to school. Neither can
he money be provided for their expenses, and many farmers are afraid, too,
that after their daughters had been away to school they would not be willing
1to return to the simple conditions of the farm.
Since the people will not go to the schools, therefore, the schools are
3fclng sent to the people. Baden took the lead in the establishment of traveling schools of coining. and sewing, and the idea is spreading. Hesse. Nas-wFranconia, the Palatinate, all have their traveling cooking schools or
Siave begun to establish them. The Bavarian Farmers' Association has established two such schools and selected two nuns as teachers. The association pays the teachers and most of the other expenses, so that the cost
the pupils is very small. In some cases the township or village pays all
r part of the expense of the pupils who could not otherwise afford to attend
the school.
i It has been found that the traveling school has many advantages In addition to Its accessibility. The teaching can be adapted to local conditions,
nd the, pupils can at once iut Into practice what they have learned.
the teacher can visit the homes of the pupils and see that they
Teally understand what has been taught.

Automobile

I

b-

iTTarry German 15irfs

mon.

8.

AlbuquerqucFoundry&MachineWorKs

"The perpetuation
of democracy
depends upon the existence In the
people of that habit of will which
Is Justice
Liberty under law Is the
process for attaining Justice which
has thus far hi en most successful
among civilized men. The cull to citizenship !s a call to the exercise of
liberty under law; a call to the limitation of llhirty by law; and a call to
the pursuit of Justice, not only for
one's self, hut for others."

er

.$5.00

. .
. .

poMofflee of Albuquerque,

Entered an second class matter at the
nder Ac of Congress of March 3, 1879.

HIE AMtrQVJKRQTE

.

can child, and as he grows In power
of appreciation see that he understands what It means and Involves.

The New Taxi

.

One Year by Mail, In Advance

Mi Indus Murray

Convention,
i

March 29. 1909.
Territory of Now Mexico, Office of the Secretary.
Public notice Is hereby given that in compliance with Section 9 of
legisCouncil Substitute for House Dill No. 213 of the Thirty-eight- h
lative assembly, approved March 17. 1809. requiring the Secretary of
the Territory to designate an official newspaper of New Mexico, The
Albuquerque Citizen Is hereby designated as such official newspaper of
NATHAN JAFFA.
New Mexico. (Signed.)
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Seal.)

Till nsiMY. JTLY
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Liberty Under Law

lately pul)lts;icil Colorado boot-t-irbooklet boasts that "Colorado bar
Hut
tuniuolse skies."
then, New
.Mexico has long
had actual turquoises themselves and, hi sides, ijuav
county has Just discovered ilianion.ls.
Th" Raton Report, r.
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LAR6EST, GREATEST AND GRANDEST IN THE HISTORY OF THE ENTIRE SOUTHWEST
The management has arranged one of the most complete list of attractions ever offered, including exhibits of the Natural Resources of New Mexico, its vast Mineral, Agricultural and Horticultural Wealth,
which standing alone form a complete education and are worth journeying far to see.

PRESIDENT WILLIAM H, TAFT

the guest of the City of Albuquerque during the great exposition, and at which time the inventor of
one of the most successful airships ever constructed will make official tests around Albuquerque.
Will be

will be offered for
amateur baseball, a series of games have
been arranged which will decide the

Albuquerque now being in the official
racing circuit, the visitors will witness
the best race horses in the country con- testing for purses amounting to

Amusements GaloreMarathon Races,
Fireworks and all kinds of amusements

$1,500 in prizes

championship

of

both old and new will be provided for
entertaining and amusing the visitors.

the Great Southwest.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, OCTOBER U, 12, 13,

J 4, 15

Ample Hotel and Restaurant Accom-

modations will be provided, and the secretary will gladly make reservations for
those who request him to do so.

AND 16,

909

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, ENTRY BLANKS, ETC., ADDRESS THE SECRETARY

Pres.

W. S. TB&MY,
air currents and

disturbed

smother to leeward.
Meanwhile, the lightning played
around the tower and the rain fell in
torrents, but the linemen continued
their labors despite the frequent
fla.sheB of light, until the wires were
secured and the swaying antenna was
in place. The batteries and the paraphernalia will be connected
and
communication will be begun between
New York. Philadelphia and the already perfected syetem on the i.ireat

PAR S TO

HEW YORK

lakcs.

The story of wireless is like a page
a

fairy tale.
from
Scarcely more
Wireless Telephony Has Been than
a decade has drifted into history
since wireless telegraphy was given
Arranged Between East-eto a waiting world. During that period many scientists have devoted their
Cities of the
lives to the work of developing the
art of wireless. That little has been
Country.
accomplished by the majority of ihcso:
m

July 8. Some four
York.
thousand feet of popper Kir forming
the antenna lor the Radio Tiiephon.-omianwas strung from the flftie h
sdory of the Metropolitan Dlfe building this morning and within a thorl
time, the ne Meat de Fon'.'-- t system ol
wireless telephony and telegraphy
will be opened commercially
us a
Ions distance factor in wireless coms
munication between the principal
on the Atlantic coast. Tan first
nifssusu will be sent between the
Metropolitan tower utation and ttc
highest point in Philadelphia which
I1 as
been secured for the central tuition in the Quaker City. Tne installation of the station in the Metropolitan I. id- tower iff the flint defini'e
step in the widely heralded talk via
wireless-- New Yolk to Paris.
The station on the Metropolitan
tower is on the fiftieth floor, 7UO fe t
above the sidewalk and the antenna
extends, umbrella shaped. to the
Fourth avenue roof of tne building,
from which the Jeading winw pass
into the office of the company on the
rlnth floor. The work of erecting
the antenna, which is the larjrest in
the world except' the one controlled
by toe same company on the Eiffel
: wer in Paris, was begun in a storm,
vhin two wires were sent a;oft dur-ll.tile progr s of the dlFturl ed cliN

v

y

oil-ie-

-

f;

tic n U.
mak-- l
Vi.i!e tli.' uoikmen were t
l;i. t
two wire
and tic
il f.iwind was whiwlling its most strident
tune, an interesting experiment was
made from the top of the swaying
-t

Unlley of Texas offered amendments
to the measure providing for taxes
upon incomes. The two separate pro
positions divided Into two camps the
senators favorable to Income taxation.

down the wind to become lost In the

MAY SOON TALK
F ROM

driftel

j

Workers is a patent tact. Indeed, witu
the exception of Or. I.ee cle Forest
In his laboraand a few
tory, absolutely nothing of real val'ie
has been evolve). Dr. de Forest has
invented a wireless telephone, "Kadi. i" the scientist calls it, and within
tin- - Hhort space of two years, it ha
become a commercial system on I ho
Jr-a- t
likes, as well as a factor in
the navies of three great nations.
Lieutenants Colin and Jeaunce of
tlie French navy, working in conjunction with JJr. lie Forest in the development of It.jdio telephony have reported most satisfactory results and
have talked a distance of one hunCou-.l- i'
dred miles, between the
and the arsenal at Toulon.
I'ltimate success in wirelsss telephony by the Itadio system is assured
by the results already obtained. The se
r suits ate not mere chance, but trie
effect from causes that are known to
the veriest nro in the field of wire-I- )
;
s science. The discovery was
two years ago that a wireless
telegraph message was accompanied,
under certain conditions by a peculiar
yet distinctive buzzing sound. There
before
bad been theories
time, many of which had boeii
til
worked out mathematically by Dr. de
Forest. John Stone and others Many
i xperiineiitH
had been made with induction telephones w ithout success M
any distance beyond possibly
one
mile, and to attain even this tesult
with an induction 'phone was difficult,
irreliable and entailed the use of
e apparatus. Iir. De Forest
i u in b' rso
catching the diftinctUe hum of the
antenna wire.-.-, found the solution and
he at once began experimenting on
tlie developmet of Intilligible sound
through the waves of ether. Tin
principle lie already knew, but to
i volve u practical
appaiatu from tho
wealth of theoretical knowledge Jia
been the work of many months in
this laboratory, assisted by experts of
known standing on both sides of the
western ocean.

crur

mad-sonit-

111

campanile that showed the marvelous
cutting up of the air currents in tin;
vicinity of thP apex of the tall tower.
A score of toy balloon were liberated
and at once were borne away to leeward with the speed of so many
frightened gulls. Tor probably a
hundred yards they remained together
after which one after another became
separate!, halted in flight, circled for
a moment around the antenna wires
Our work U RIGHT to everj deand then, apparently in the teeth f partment.
Hiihha laundry Co.
t
back
drifted
gale,
fifty
mile
the
o
were
taey
which
tower,
around
the
Her I. II. Cox. tlie plumber, for gardriven like so many swallow. for
nearly half an hour. At length, one den lio'. . . All grade and prices,
bv one. they were caught in edly from 5 to $(. Garden bone repair
l Central. Phone 1020.
which bore them far away from theilng. 700

JONM

ZSJ.

RflcfflJAMUS,

See,

JOHN 0. HFAOING FOR LAKE OF OIL IN ALASKA

The lownn and the Texan met and
agreed upon a compromise
plan,
which was given the Instant favor
and support of all the senators who
regarded Income taxntion us logical
and Just.
Senate Toll SHtislics Cummins.
Cummins took a pool of the Senate
to find nut If Income taxation was
likely to command a majority. The
poll was evidently satisfactory to him.
it showed a clear majority In favCorporation Plan of the Presi- for
or of a taxation plan which the Supreme Court In 1895 had declared
dent to Have Support of
It was shown. In
unconstitutional.
short that if income taxation came
to a vote It would carry the day. and
this meant the temporary downfall
of Aldrich as the Senate leader.
ft meant he would lose control of
Washington. July .S The house his forces in the Senate at a time
leaders quietly have agreed to sanc- when supremacy was absolutely vl- tion the corporation tax amendment. Ital. lie went to the White House for
It is an administration measure, and aid am) It was forthcoming.
as such it will go througn an ad
The draft, of the
"Taft
measure disfigured in Amendment" levying a tax on the corministration
many of the fi atures originally out porations was made. It was drawn
lined by Tuft, but enough of an ad- at the department of justice and later
ministration measure still In force the revised at the White House. At tlie
support of the republicans.
drafting operations there, were presSenator Aldrich's frank statement ent as chief laborer. Attorney (Jen-cm- !
Wickersham and Senator Knot.
that lie would vote for a corporation
Valdez, Alaska, July
-A
lake of them. The samples have been satistax simply us a means of killing the There were prolonged conferences
u mile in length and half as wide, factorily tested and It la the opinion
oil.
In
participated
were
bv
the
which
anien-meincome tax
men familiar with the oil indusconfirms sufficiently what has president, the attorney; gem ml. Sen- has aroused the cupidity of the Rock of
try
there must be a vast bed of
been said previously in
these dis- ator (loot, all the republican mem- . efeller family. Jt lies about ISO miles oil that
underlying
the surface of the
patches. Aldrich took the corporation bers of the Senate Finance Cuinmit-teenortheast
Vuldez,
on
from
south-!
the
earth where the lake was found.
and by Speaker i annuo and RepI
lax in hand a the lesser of t.vo evil.
astern
Alaska
coast.
At present financiers, understood to
in securing
He succeeded
changes resentative Dwight of New York on
Two prospectors, looking for placer' represent the
and Stanwlili li made it less obnoxious to liim. behalf of the house organization.
diggings, came across the big pool of. dard Oil group, Rockefeller
are engaged in rushbut obnoxious It still is, and pcrson-ll- y
i rude petroleum
Aldrich's Leadership.
on their return ing preliminary
Saves
and
on a
Ic would like nothing better than
to the coast brought samples with railroad which. It Isconstruction
declared, will tap
As the amendment :n its new form
to see success come to the attempt
of Senator William Allien Smith to came to the Senate from the White
secure postpnnenn nt of the consid- Hmise It was not st '! '! Ii an may prevent the further Hbuse of
eration of the whole matter until the amendment a" President Tat't had power."
YALE Will TRAIN
It may be
outlined In Ms message.
next regul.tr session In December.
Drastic Inquiry rUinilnattd.
the president yielded his opln-- :
that
No la'Hder pproe .Measure.
This was taken to mean that fedlops or It may be simply that be had
WORKERS
Senator Lodge and his Massachus- a second thought on the matter after eral agents would be empowered to
etts colleague. Crane, and a dozen giving It Judicial studv. The amend- scrutinize "the real business transother republican senators like Aldrich ment as It came to tin- Senate wan actions and the gain and profits of
School
KMeiiUv
would prefer Infinitely that this cor- much mine to Ho liking of Aldrich every corporation In the country." to N'M
determine the amounts upon which
d
poration tax s heme huuld be Indefi- than !t would have been had It
GiWH lYOmiv ol Gnoil ICcmiIis.
the tax should be levied. This was
nitely postponed or smothered, and
the essenic f the recommentht v make no secret of their feeling. dations flrt made Ic the president. as obnoxious a proposition to ths
Xew Haven. Conn., July s. -- Yale
The trouble is, howcyer, that they can-riAldrich is not H love with the In ads of great corporations as was university announces a
school for the
even by a lack of fostering i are amendment as It stands today, hut It the Income tax, but most of the oppoof misslonarii.
Pi evident
allow the amendment to die, and nei- has saved him temporary loss of lead. sition from the greater business In- tiaining
nt Income tax terests ceased when the final terms of Hadley. not to be outdone by the unither can they request the bailers of rship and it lias
at least Into the the White House amendment became versities throughout the country tnsi
the house to refuse their aid in keep- ation for the pre-en- :
Th drastic investigation giv- are starting business courscM, schools
I known.
none discard.
ing it alive The house
ing powers of the amendment had in diplomacy and
too willingly have told the unwilling
various other speIn his message of recommendation been
eliminated.
senators that approval will be given the president said that one of the
cialized courses, has hit upon a sp.--lI system
to a measure of which nolcadcr ap- merits of the plans which he proposed
"Dr. Thomas' l:le( trie Oil is the aries. The of training for missionproves
aim of the school, which
was: "The fedeial supervision which best remedy Tor that often fatal
will be
in connection with
Senator Aldrich was driven to give must be exercised over the annual ac- e-croup.
Has
been used with the Yalemaintained
divinity school, Is to eipiip
sanction t this taxation scheme. Here counts and business transactions of all success in our family for eight
men and their wives for the special
Is the way the llhode Island senator corporations.
In ord r to make the years."
Mr. L. WJiiucr. Buffa. problems
which they will encounter
went about his work after he found law effective If now. by a perfectly .V. Y.
in going into the
missionary woik.
himself in a virtually untenable posi- legitimate and effective system of taxSingle men and women are barred.
tion. When the finance committee ation, we are incldetitly iMi to posC1T1ZF..V
began Its set ret sessions to prepare sess the government and the stockStudents neej pay no tuition and
WANT ADS
the Aldrich tariff bill. President Taft holders and the public of the knowleeeHu a scholarship of 11'5 a year.
BRING RF.SU LTS.
W in n they
offered his corporation lax scheme ledge of the real business transachave completed their
to the chaiiman of the committee, tions and the gain
and profits of
Stop
itching
instantly.
Cure three years' course, however, they can
who refused It point blank. Later, every corporation in the country, we piles, eczema, salt rheum. tetter, look forward to a salary of only
when the tariff bill was reported to have made a step toward that sup- hives, herpes, scabies Doan's Ointa year. So enthusiastic are tin
the Senate, Cummins of Iowa and ervisory control of corporations which ment. At any druj store.
chelf men In Yule over the school that

TO BACK UP
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Bailey-Cummi-

mm

con-tame-
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r.cl
airv'

the lake of petroleum, and. If the
opinions of the experts are verified.
Alaska will add another one of tb
Items of wealth to her calendar of
natural riches.
Within a short distance of the supposed
district an area of
territory, miles In extent has been
found rich in the finest grade of bituminous coal.
Going to cross Pacific etc.
ground will b. broken sikii for a
i la
building.
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Mother Grow Toung.
be hard to overstate th
wonderful change in my mother ainc
she began to use F.lectrlc Hitter
"writes Mn, W. L- - Gllpatrick of Dan-fortMe. "Although past
JO
seems really to be growing young
again. MiP suffered untold misery
rrom dyspepsia for '.'0 vea .. At last
she could neither eat. drink nor sleep.
Doctors gave her up and all remedies failed till Flectilc Bitters worked such wonders for her health- They Invigorate all vita organs,
liver and kidney troubles, induce sleep
Impart strength and appetite.
Only
50c at all dealers.

"It

would

h.

diseas-

Our work Is as near pcrfevliou as
possible. Xo old, worn out, broken
down or obsolele machinery ki our
plant, i:erytliliig' new antl up to tlt
Always better work an.1
nilnuic.
moiv prompt wrvice. We defy
A trial bundle will oonvlm-you. Imperial laundry
flack tl
office,
phone I lit. Itrtl
Ms
n,

t.

tt.-1Q-

Citizen Want Adi get results.

r age

rovu.

ALBTTO

0 ITR TTTTZKN.
council takes action report of wat-- r
committee be presented.
The substitute motion was lost by
the following vote: Aid. Hanley,
Wroth. Coen and lyarnnrd voting
"no." Aid. Noustudt,
Heaven
an.l
Conroy voting "yes."
The original motion was then put
and carried by the following vote:
Carried :Ald. Hanley.
Wroth. Heaven, Coen, Conroy and!
l.e.irnard voting "yes."
Upon motion council adjourned.
FELIX II. LESTER,

TO EAT MOSQUITOES
(iinrrniiK lit SomN C Vint-lj- imn-u- l
lo
lniiiimil to Help Preserve Health
ut Canal Digger.
c

Crystal Thea tre

Washington, July
The I'nitrcl
States Is Importing fish Into the Pnn-am- a
rami zone now to nt up mos- (illitoi ..
Tin-sllsh belong !
the group
broadly known as top minnows, so- r iled from alwnys fecdinK "t "r near
the surface of the water, for whlrh
the structure of thrlr mouth ami hah
It of swimming, with n large portion
of thrlr buck out of water, adapts
them. Tills habit in connection with
their small size, is of (Special value.
as it enables them to secure their
food by pursuing It across plants and
masses of nlgae over which there is
nnly a thin film of water. They swim
in great schools, are very small, never
over one anif one-haInches long,
and are found in stagnant, sluggish
and running water, lther fresh or
brackish.
The absence of malaria In Barbados
has been attributed to the presence
Of these fish by their destruction of
the larvae of the malaria carrying
mosquitoes.
I

Every Lady Attending
Our matinee on Wednesday Next will receive

a souvenir, and every matinee a ticket will be
given for a special prize on Wednesday

J'

SI"

Worn

lf

Matinee Every Day at 2:45; All Seats 10c

TIIUR.SDAY,

july

8.

M.

by Aid. Conroy, as a substitute
'NEW GARNITURE FOtf GOWNS ondrd
to Aid. Wroth's motion, that before

IMPORTING FISH

AMUSEMENTS

TTET?

1 ft iU

UN B. McMANt'S,

STRONG BROS.
Crockery and Glassware.

.Mayor.

Clerk.

or the city
ciu. Mi:ini;
COUNCIL.

White and Gold Dinner Set

-

. $7.75

-

July 0, 1909.
Spicial meeting of the city council
Blue and Gold Dinner Set - - - $9 00
called for the purpose of hearing the
r port of the water committee and
take such other notion as Is deemed
Wild Rose Pattern Dinner Set - - $12.00
n cessary in rega.nl to the shortage
ol water supply.
All councilmen were duly notillej
as required by ordinance.
Meeting called to order by Mayor
Lester.
And we have a score of others; all good China and
Present: Aid. Hanley, Auge, Conroy, Coen,
N'eustadt, Beaven
nd
at the right Prices.
Call in and let us show
Wroth. Absent: Aid. Learnard.
Water committee submitted its report and it was moved by Aid. Beaven
you the line.
seconded by Aid. Coen, that same be
adopted and that clerk file same.
Carried: Aid. Auge, Conroy, Coen,
Neustadt, Jieaven and Wroth voting
"yes." Aid. Hanley voting "no."
Aid. Wroth desired to go on recorJ
as being opposed to that part of the
committee's report relative to city
owning its own. water supply.
Aid. Hanley explained his vote by
slating that he was opposed to having
anything appear In water committee's
report that was irrelevant to the matter which the committee was authori4H0-44444
zed to investigate.
Moved by Aid. Beaven, seconded by
Aid. Coen. that city attorney be in- any part thereof, adjudged to be due
Public Inspection Invited.
On the laboratory of the Pinkham
structed to take such action as may and owing the plaintiff, and the plainbe necessary to prevent the Water tiff has demanded that said real estate Medicine Company at Lynn, Mass., i
company from running any!beso'd.
a large sign which reads as follows:
Now. therefore, notice 's
hereby "Public Inspection Invited from 8:30
more acequla water in the mains for
(given that In accordance with the or- - A. M. Until 4:00 P. M. Lydla E.
use In supplying the city.
Carried: Aid. Hanley, Auge. Con- - Jer of said Judgment and decree, I Plnkham Medicine Co.
roy, Coen,
Neustadt,
This means that everything in conBeaven and will offer the following described
premises for sale at public auction at nection with the preparation of Lydia
Wroth voting "yes."
It was moved by Aid. N'eustadt, the front door of the postoffice in the H. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound is
seconded by Aid. Benven,
that the town of Dayton, Eddy CJunty, New open to public Inspection. The root
mayor appoint a committee of three Mexico, on the 31st day of August, and herbs are tested for uniformity of
numbers of the council to select an 1909, at the hour of 11 o'clock, a. m. strength, and the utmost care and acexpert committee of two or more to of said day, and then and there sell curacy is maintained throughout the
examine the Water Company's plant the same to the highest bidder for entire preparation of this great remand ascertain the condition of same, cash, to satisfy the Judgment of said edy for woman's ills.
o
the cau.se of shortage and repoft to plaintiff, together with the costs of
this suit and the expenses of this sale,
council how long it would take to
The west half of the southwest
FOR JEMEZ
the situation if action was taken
immediately, and that the committer quarter and west half ot the north-veSulphur,
Coyote ana Whitcomb
one,
qaurter
be authorized to expend any money
township
of section
necessary for such purpose.
eleven south, range 26 eaet, N. M. P. Springs, Hello, and Rear Canyon,' engage Simon Garcia's rigs, spring waft-o- n
Carried Aid. Hanley, Auge, Conroy, M.
or saddle horses. Call at my more,
L. O. Fullen, of Roswell, New MexCoen, N'eustadt, Beaven and Wroth
1202 North Arno street.
ico, Is attorney for said plaintiff.
voting "yes."
The mayor appointed on the above
Witness the hand of eaid special
I USE WELL WATER AT THE
committee Aid. Beaven, Wroth and master this 6th day of July, 1909.
SODA FOUNTAIN FOR ALL DRINKS
Conroy.
W. P. PUTNAM.
AND DISTILLED WATER FOR ALL
Moved by Aid. N'eustadt, econded
Special Master.
PRESCRIPTION WORK.
by Aid. Beaven, that the mayor extend
II. RUPPE.
to W. P. Johnson, president of Iho
Pole and Bunch Beans
great
'"' '
'
I
't
American Lumber company,
the many kinds 5c packages or by tha
Our work Is RIGHT In every dethanks of the council for bis offer co pound., k. . Fee, 212 V. Lead Ave.
portment.
furnish the city with water in ease of Phone 16.
Hubbs Laundry Co.
fire. Carried.
Moved by Aid. Wroth, seconded by
Aid. Auge, that tfie police committee
Investigate the matter of purchase of
Tri-week- ly
new police buggy or the repairing ol
old one and report at meeting to be
held on July 6th. Carried.
Upon motion council adjourned.
FELIX H. LESTER,
JOHN B. Me MAN US,
Mayor.
Clerk.

Among the latest novelties In wo
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Evening 7:15, 8:15, 9:15
men's wear is a bolero garniture to
be worn with the plain princess gown,
for evening affairs. In the snops the
St. Lnuls Metals.
prices range from $3 to $25 and can
St. Louis, July 8. spelter,
quiet. be bought in any
color and shade
(5.30; lead, weak, J4.32H.
needed to match the material of the
frock. The one illustrated Is made
New York Metals.
net, braided in gilt
Xew York, July 8. Copper weak, of
The
and is to be worn with a yel
134U4; lead easy $4.35 i 4.40; sil- galloon,
low satin foulard princess dress.
ver 50 Ti.
The clever girl will see at a glance
how she can make or.e herself at
Money,
small cist, and have a garniture for
New York. July 8. Prime
BIST AMERICA BLOCK
Comer 8kDd and Silyer.
per cent; call money easy Hi her party gown that will rival and
OOAIi
may outshine in beauty the ones seen
per cent.
Opposite Poetoffice.
ALL LENGTHS CEDAR AJCD
in the shops.
PINION WOOD.
Wool Market.
AND FACTORY WOOD.
MILL
OF THE CITY
- 10c.
ADMISSION St. Louis, July 8. Wools
steady, SI'ECIYL MEETING
LUMP, SS.M.
COUNCIL.
territory and western mediums 23 'y
ircT, H.a.
27; line mediums 21U'27; fine HMM7.
June 30, 1909.
WmUl PlmmM or Butt
Change of Program
Special meeting of the city council
Chicago Provision,
called for the purpose of looking into
W will mit any ootnptitrHow
Chicago, July 8. Cloee:
Today
the water supply situation and to
Wheat July J1151;; Sept. $1.0Vi. have
matters investigated and a r- Sept.
Corn July
AZTEC FUEL CO.
made
to the council.
l.dt
Oats July 4814; Sept.
Illustrated Songs By
AH councllmeii were dily notified
Phone 251.
Pork July $20.35; .Sept. $20.52 'a. is required
by ordinance.
Mr. Jennings.
Lard July and Sept. $11.72',i.
Office, Corner Granite and First
Meeting called to o.der bv Mayor
Kibs July $11.25; Sept. $11.17 'i.
i.
New and
Polite
'Present: Aid. N'eustadt, Wroth,
Stocks.
Btaven. Auge, Coen and Learnard.
Vaudeville. The Best in
. 81
Amalgamated Copper .
Moved by Aid. Heaven, seconded by
THIRD STREET
116
Atcnison
Aid N'eustadt. that the water cum- the Country.
New York Central
.131
rr.ittee be instructed to investigate the
. 136
Pi nnsylvania
i conditions of the water supply ana
. . . .
Southern Pacific
Be
.133
Evening Performance
report at a meeting to be called for
Union
.143
'
that purpose. Carried.
Ml Kind, of Fresh anil
Rait Meat. United Pacific
- iins at 7:15.
. . .
. 68-- ,
States
Steel
Aid. Hanley her
entered council
Steam Sausage Factory.
pfd
.125
chamber and took his seat.
EM1L KLEINWORT
The sewer committee submitted the
MaMinlr itnlliliiiK, North Third Street.
Chicago LlvNtiNk.
following report
Chicago,
July 8. Cattle, 5.00a.
"Owing to tho general impression
ady.
Beeves $4.807.40;
Tex is in
minds f the public that the
steers $5.80 Gr 8.00; western steers citythe
council ordered the cutting off of
$4.7511(1.15; stockers
and feeders the water supply during the progress
$3,404? 5.10; cows and heifers $2, r.o '
ol rt pairs on South
Second street
6.15; calves I5.00&7.75.
i w;T, the council desirfi
to correct
Sheep, 16,000. Weak,
westerns such impression as no suh order was
$ 4.50 'u
S2.75 fi 4.80;
yearlings
t.0: given by the council or committee.
western Iambs $5.00'8.50.
"it Is undoubtedly true that
the
No hogs.
ibsence of water during Monday and
' W. B. MOORE, Mgr.
Tuesday was a most Important factor
Kansas City Livestock.
UomtA by the Motion Pic- In permitting arapild repair of what
City,
Kan.siis
8.
4.U00.
July
Cattle
tare FUcnu Co.
Steady. Native steers $4.50 ti 7.00, would have been a serious and lengthy
southern steers $3.90 fr '5.83; southern proposition, the break involving three
cows $2.75fi'4.25; native cows and or four lengths of pipe was discovered
und'-iheifers $2.75P7.45;
Blockers
and cloyed bymorning and was completely
One new reel of picture each
the construction of a con
feeders $3.50(35.50; bulls $3.00i
ea.ly Wednesday morning.
4.75; calves $4.00 7.00 ;
western crete pipe
NOTICE OF SALE UNDER FORE"To i!o this satisfactorily it was
eteers $4,251
45; western cows ti.'.'i
EXCLUSIVE
CLOSURE OF MORTGAGE.
t carry on the actual repair
0 4.75.
MOVING PICTURES 1
.
.
. ....
.
Hogs. 4.000. 10 to 15c lowtv. Bulk viitk I' i.ent. wnen tne t ow or sew- - i,.
I j i u.siriei c uun, r.uuy
jouniy, rerri
v....--- at a
the dav work I
nir.mium.
$7.50Si
ii 7. ih; pack7.80;
heavy
$7.80
Mexico,
tory
of
New
TWO SHOWS, 8:15 AND 9:15.
ers and butchers $7.60'ii 7.85; light t rur inrir.i il to keeping th" increns Paul Howes, Plaintiff, vs. S. F. Ur, JUNE BRIDES
Matinee Sat or day and Sunday
ol f. '.v within reasonable b.iunds and
$7.40(0 7.70; pigs $6.00 7. Ii5.
ban,
Nannie E. Urban, W. F.
and all young housekeepers should
at S P. M.
Round Trip Rates
Sheep, 4,000. .Steady. Mutton) $4.00 :iny:hing ti.it contributed to a de
Daugherity. Defendants.
get wise on the bread question by (3 5.25; lambs $7.00 'n 8.0 ); ;'ang- creased ;'l.,v was gladly welcomed.
(No. 998.)
availing themselves of the experi- wethera $3.7V5 Cy 4.40; range vrcs $3.2!".
l.
s!
As
ite the broken pipe was
Los Angeles - - - $35 00
Whereas, a Judgment was
ence of those of mature judgment. '?4.25.
j aired
rind in conilittof to properly '.r. the District Court of Eddyentered
ILLUSTRAT ED SONGS.
counDiego - - - - 35.00
San
They
5
will be informed that In most
pvrfo;.n Us du'y by
a. m. Wednc.ty, New Mexico, In the above styled
9. J. Oarmody, Baritone Singer.
cases It is far preferable
oay.
to buy
Beach
35.00
Redondo
Sees Mother Grow Young.
j
th-on
cause
March 10th, 1909, by
;
' JAMES H. WROTH.
JaHan jr. SteyskeL Violinist.
bread than make It oneself, especially
iSigm-- n
terms
of which a certain mortgage
"It
be
would
overstate
to
hard
the
Island
37.25
Catalina
you
get Butter Cream bread, which wonderful change In my
If
"Chairman Sewer Committee."
MISS JENNIE CRAIG
therein mentioned is foreclosed and
mother since
for Its nutritive qualities, taste and she
45.00
San Francisco
Moved by Aid. Neustadt, seconded the defendants, S. F. Urban, Nannie
began
to
use
Mnalcal Directress.
Electric
Bitter,
flavor Is of the highest standard of "writes Mrs. W. L. Gllpatrlck
by Aid. Co.-nadopted.
report
be
tliat
- Dan-fortOil
E. Urban and W. F. Daugherlty, are
35
Barbara
Santa
of
excellence.
adjudged to be due and owing the
70
Me. "Although past
she Carried.
Upon ir.etion of Aid. Hanley, sec plaintiff, Paul Howes,
teems really to be growing young
the sum of
Tickets limited to November 30, 1909
PIONEER BAKERY.
onded bv Aid. Beaven. council tid- Spain.
misery
together with interest on said
suffered
She
untold
MM.
1
107 South First Street.
Jotirned.
Glad to answer questions
named sum at the rate of twelve per
from dyspepsia for 20 years. At last
FELIX H. LETTER.
per annum from tua date of said
cent
she could neither eat, drink nor. sleep.
BALFOUR, Agent. .
WM.
Mayor.
ui.lgment. and the rum o. $113 as atDoctors gave her up and all rem JoHN V. Mi'M A NT'S,
NOTICE QF SUIT.
Cltrk.
torney's fees, with Interest on the eaid
edies failed UU Electric Bitters work
Tijeras Canyon
4
rltory of New Mexico, County of ed such wonders for her health." SPI'CI L MEETING OF THE CITY named sum at the rate of six per
Invigorate all vital organs, cure
cent per annum from the date of
la NOW Ol'KM TO TMK PtBLlO 31 Bernalillo, In the District Court. They
COUNCIL.
said JudKment. and the sum of $27.30
T. Vann. executor of the lust will liver and kidney troubles. Induce sleep
Those desiring Hot or Cold
impart strength and appetite.
cosU theretofore taxed, and all costs '
Only
''
J.i'y !. 1309.
of Joseph Henry Richardson,
Lunches or Refreshments
'no
at
all
be thereafter (axed.
t
dealers.
tlfllndiT, y?: Jhur jolopn
Special TVertlng Of city council
will find the best the market
INCOR"ORA TED
And, whereas, said Judgment fur- Itlchardson, Helen TiMe.'a. Whlted,
'.ailed for th" purpose of further conaffords always on band,
provides
if
aerenuani
said
that
A NUtht Hitler's Haul.
neo Uichardson, Nora KiohardBoni
sidering the water supply quesiiJD uier
ort or befire ninety
and Minnie Richard.son, defendants
The worst night riders are calomel, and to take ;nuUeT TTP with water sup shall fail to Dav
SANDIAS HOME
days
the
date of eald Judgment
from
To Arthur Joeeph nichardaon, Helen eroton oil or aloes pills. They raid ply comp.v.y and bottrd cf health
due the said plaintiff,
Tore
Whlted nee TUcf'a'rdson, your bed to rob you of rest;. Not e, and t;y .,nd arrive tit and relieve the the said sums
8uCcesor tf
then all and singular the rights to the ,
Nora Kichardson and M'.T.nie Hlch-ardf- n with Dr. King's New Life Pills. They situation.
SELVA PLACE
mortgaged premises hereiuUtr
i
f
derrndnrtV vlreeiitig:
never distress or Inconvenience, but
A:l coinciiVfi. n were duly notified
sfribed, be sold at public auction by J
You. ind lrh l you, are hereby always cleanse the eystem, curing as
inl ,v ordinance.
mas,
W. B. Putnam, appointed Bpee.al
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law.
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Learnard.
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uu ticn a piece of property in the city lcail Ac, Phone' 16,
Chairman of water committee
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further time in which to
re- I USE WELL WATK.U AT TUE
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and
failed
have
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relative to water
fused to jay said sums of money, or
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WATER
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FOR
by
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Moved by All. Hanley, seconded
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time be
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given water committee In which to
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Mr. c,
the purpose of obtaining money to pay
nwat'rr. on fit halt ot th
NOTICE
PHARMACY
HIGHLAND
apply company, addressed
the legacies provided for in the will
W.it.r
r. latloii to the water sup- of the said Joseph Henry Richardson,
council
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deceased, am; unless you enter your
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was lireappearance In
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The
Owing to heat at stcre Mrs. Rizar
Bring Us Your Prescription before the !th the
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day of August, 190), has moved her corsets to her parlors Sellted I.
Wroth, who moved its
Aid. Uonrnard:
judgment by default will be entered at home where it will be more pleas- adoption
nded
against you and the plaintiff will be ant for the ladies 'to call and be titled.
"W'le: ns. there is a shortage ot
supply, and
entitled to the nlief a.kcd for In the
water i" tv w :tt
West Silver.
DKI'OSITOUY A. T. t. F. KAILKOAI CO.
complaint. Mr. H. W. D. Bryan is the Ill
l!i,. Water Supply com- "W:o
ntt..rn.y for plaintiff and his uddress
re.oji steo t.ie city council
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easy payInvestigate our
a
ment p. ao. A Dollar or
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Ca rpe nter
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Ship Cornet founti St. ina Coscer
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IN

Territory

ami Water Kiuiiiici Figured
Hcfore Judge
Craig This Morning.

in.

u.

Judge Craig's court this morning In
a controversy in which trie uanimtj
figured conspicuously.
appeared before
Mrs.
Casmass
Judge Craig yesterday morning and
declared that Mrs. Lee was harbor
ing a dangerous and vlcioua bull dog.
It had attacked her husband and bit
ten her water Spaniel. Mrs. Lee re
sponded this morning and denied all
the allegations, excepting thai her
bull dog had a fight at the mw meiit- ing Tuesday night with a water Span
iel. She ald that her dog would not
hurt a man unless he was ragged and
Jirtv and suspicious looking. Mrs.
Casmass insisted that the dog attack
ed her husband, and that he had to
protect himself with a stone.
"Tow, but he did not go after your
husband until your hucband struck
at him with a stone," said Mrs. Lee to
Mrs. Casmass.
"Why shouldn't he strike at him
A great
big bull dog that runs at
human beings. He Is a big dog, a'l
scarred. He must have been a regular
bull fighter."
"He m not dangerous. Everybody
thinks he is awful Bioe."
"Well, It Is neither here nor there,"
interposed the court. "This trouble
must be stopped. What is the num
ber of your dog tax, Mrs. Lee?"
"Why, he has no tax now, but my
husband gave me the money to get a
tag today," was the answer.
"Have you paid taxes on your dog
continued the court looking at Mrs.
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W. 8. STRICKLER,
Vice President and Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 3rd day of July A. D. 1900
Ii. M.MEKRITT

ledge and belief.

Notary Public

Comet Attest
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C. HALDRlDfiE
W. J. JOHNSON
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NEW JERSEY COP

FINE

HEAVY

A

FOR

SANTA

ARRESTED HERE

GUN TOTLR

t JanicH Nolan, Ilojlcr Known as "Jlin-inlePulU'c Court Slakes Heavy
Who Says He Only Weighs
Against) Man Who Cartel Around
350 IHxnulH, In Toils of IHaJ
A Small Cannon.

THE COUNTY

BOARD

SUSTAINS

ASSESSOR

mU Prom VulualKiM
San la IV Will
11 veil by County (tlliccrs on lis

JroM'rtj.

The county commissioners, sitting
a board of equalization, were given
rotice today that two appeals would
be made by taxpayers to the territorial board of equalization.
The Santa Fe riled an appeal asking for relief from a raise of $185,007
muJe by Assessor M. K. Summers over
its returns.
The company returned
iU
property at $213,000,
which Is
about $100,000 less than the returns
on the same property last year. The
county commissioners sustained the
county assessor and the railroad company has appealed to the territoriil
Loard to have the assessment reduced
to the return .
The other appeal was taken by District Attorney Klock and deals with
assessments of land grants. Some of
grants of the county were
the
at 59 cents an acre and some
at 30 cents. The district attorney
asks that all land grants be assessed
at 00 cents an acre.
A dor.en or more property own. rs
complained to the board that their
assessment! had been raised but in
every Instance the board sustained

n

FREEZERS
Work Perfectly, Freeze a Fine Grade of
Cream in from 3 to 5 minutes. Not an
experiment but a Reliable Freezer.

The Santa Fe Salmon Grays have
accepted the challenge Dan Pad Ilia
Issued some time ago for another
game with his team here and the
game will be pulled off at Traction
park next Sunday afternoon.
The
Santa Fe team Is considerably elared
over winning from Padllla'a team, but
Padllla refuses to believe that the
Ancients have the best team. After
the recent game here he offered to
turn ovr $100 to the Santa Fe ag
gregatlon if it could come back and
defeat his players. The result will
be a game for blood and the exhl
bitlon ought to satisfy the most ex
citing fan.
ANOTHER

J.

"Sure you would," said Xolan, "but
you haven't got 'tin and there Isn't
live men in the crowd can lift me off
my feet.'' No one volunteered. Nolan
waa a member of a party of eastern
Elks en route to Los Angeles. He Is
the biggest chief of police In the country. Chief McMillin gave him the warrant as a slight token of esteem, etc.,
on the part of Albuquerque.
"All aboard!" eald the conductor.
The. train started, then Nolan stepped
in the rear coach. The train stopped
suddenly. "(Jet out of there," yelled
the conductor to Nolan. "How do
you expect the engineer to start the
train with you climbing aboard. ("Jet
in the middle of the coach. so we can
pull on the cars."
get a

VICTIM
FOR GREAT DAME

J,

PLANS

TWIiCHELL

Peerless Ice Cream

Ancients Accept Cliallrnge and Will
ix t I "ud ilia's Grays Wallop
Thorn.

"

When James Nolan, chief ol police,
North Bergen, N. J., telephone No.
U4 Union, weight by ills own confea-alo- n
350 pounds, estimated weight
760 pounds, stepped from an Elka'
special here today, he was confronted
by Chief McMillin of the local force,
who flourished a warrant charging
Nolan with a variety of Infringements
of the law, chief of which waa loitering on the dopot platform.
"You are under arrest come on,"
"I won t go.'
said Chief McMillin.
said Nolan culmly. Chler McMillin
louked at him again.
"If I had a dray, a good derrick
and rive officers I'd show you whether
you wouldn't go or not," said the local chief to tho heavyweight from
X.

TEAM

HERE NEXT SUNDAY

Officers,

When Police OfficeT Ouivera came
down to the business part of the city
this morning he passed a man on
North Second street near Tijeras avenue who was considerably under th"
influence of liquor and had a large
pun sticking out of his pocket. The
officer placed he man under arrest
lot not without a struggle. The spin
was a small sized cannon, fifteen Inches long and loaded.
When brought before Judge Craii
at 9 o'cloc k the man gave his name
r.s E. Ii. FurguKsoo, and said that h?
was a stranger In the city. He was
fined $60 on the charge of carrying
concealed weapon.
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HIS10RICAUUIIDIK6
lie Would Take PoM.isioii of tlio

ALL THE WAY UP

Old

Sinisli Arsenal as Home for
Society.

From ike foufatloi to the ahlacle on tbe root,
la Balldlnc Material Obeapei fthaa yoa have
snaaj years. 6av M leM It pev ml aasl

the New MexCol. K. E. Twill-hellABE WOLX3AST.
ico historian, who Is In the city from
Milwaukee, July 8. On the night
Las Vegas, has a plan for building a
Mexico historical of July 11, Battling Nelson, the whale
liome foT the-Nsociety.
bone Dane, will meet Abe Wolgast,
The colonel has selected property I the local boy, before the Pacific Atii-i- n
Santa Fe occupied years ago by'letlc club of Los Angeles,
the Spanish as an arsenal as the site I The date of the light is during Elks'
and a large crowd will linfor the proposed new historical build-weeing. The lust legislature passed a law j doubtedly witnczis the battle. Nelson
by which such property can be con- - says he will take It easy until two
d mned and taken possession of by j weeks before the right and then train,
The The pair will go ten rounds,
the territory at a fair cost.
colonel says that he has three men
-who wiil doi.ate $5,000 each to the
j noticed." remarked a tourist In

Rio Grande Material

k,

oinM3ri

Berlin, "that twenty-'li- x
of the Oer- .man papers speak very highly of the
,w.,v

I

:

ni.ii.hutnir "

"Ach!"
dressed.

responded

the native ad
0f do members
new Reichstag
of i
is newsbaber
men." New York Sun.
"JJvendy-si-

m

BUILD NOW

ew

building and In- - believes that enough
more will culiscrihe to make a build- inir fund nf Stu niiO. Th s would tie
enough money to build a first class
building. He proposes the style ot Hie
old church, at Ac- ma for the new

mm
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Carries the Largest and Moat K. elusive Stuck of Suple Urocenes
the Southwest

FARM

AND FREIGHT
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WAGONS

KA1LKOAD AVENUE
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Cincinnati, o.'iio. July 8. The first
y in which iiinht baseball has been
ssf a! Issin also will
mmht to a
the tir-i- t hi a nidi niht football
t.
II ice. ive as lliioooii
as a
The I'ilgiim team i Ki.glaud, mii.le
reati-.-soccer football
of the
vers ef (I rent Lntain. will vudt Chi-nu- ti
i
too. r II. and it is planned
have them p ay a t'.ino- at n.ght in-- ji
of during the day.
Mi:---

EVERYTHING

i
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In Our Shop

m--

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

Strickler, vice president and cashier of the above named bank,
solemnly iw ar that ihe kbove statement ii true lo the best of my know-

Territorial Engineer Vernon
livan, whose work In connection with
the many irrigation projects In New
Mexico has been the subject of favorable comment, has Just completed
a statement for the department of
agriculture, telling of New Mexico's yorxo max
aiirkstkd
accomplishments and plans In the
OS A SEIUOIS CHAJU.E
The subject Is
line of Irrigation.
on South Broadway
driving
While
handled completely and la regarded yesterday morning Chief of Police
as a valuable acquisition by the de McMillin waa accosted by a woman,
partment, which lued it as bulletin who told the officer that a man
X.j. 215.
named Jose Palades had tsken her
Miie pamphlet can be obtained by daughter away and would not bring
applying to the department of agri her back. She said the girl was only
culture and it should prove of im IS years of age.
mense value to anyone Interested In
About noon a policeman found Pathe subject and that means every lades and the girl In a room at the
body' In New Mexico.
It will also Arcade rooming house on South First
he of great value to eastern people
street. arrest d the man and placed
who want homes In the west and will him In the city Jail. The girl was
undoubtedly result In benefit to the taken to her mother.
The latter
trrilorf
swore out a warrant charging Palad.-with detaining u female minor for im"You're the apple of my eye.' moral purposes. Hefire Judge Craig
-- "Well,
I'll tell you right now, this morning Palades pleaded guilty
r, isn't going t'l be any core."
:
to the charge anil was taken to
of
munty
In
bonds,
default
Jail
20
pay
you
advertisis
for
nnt what
It
advertising
I'AYS to await the action of21 tin- grand Jury.
ing
nut what
of atre
Palades Is about
that makes It valuable. Oar
Y1. are
.nd is believed t j have a wife in
lowest for equal service.
rate
L. Sul-

M'ICIAL MI)K BLANK

Mjiiwinc

of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo ss.

I. W. 8.

do

Fabesa

MMbir1

COURT

Capniasfl.
"No, Judgfl. He is only a little pup
py, that my husband uses for sport."
Judge Craig told both parties to
Bet log licenses, and cau'.loned Mrs.
Lee to keep her dog tied up.

AU!

$27.50 each.

$ 150,000.00
42,128.14
957,123.00
478,710.42
$1,627,901.56

Mrs. Felicia Lee, of South Broad
way, the owner of a bull dot. unJ
Mrs. Hose fastness, the owner of a
water Spaniel, opposed each other in

CROWN rURNITURE Co

I.IMCC

every housewife. We have a large assortment
to select from, as low as $2.00 as hih as

in Omlroverxv

CD
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607,172.98

Of CANINES

FEUD

$61.15
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o,5T)0.00
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ro.

$41.95

N.

12.000.00

Up
Capital
Hurphif. and Profits
Deposits Subject to Check
Time Certificates of Deposit

2 Rooms

ALBUQUERQUE.

For porch use, they are real comfort and owing
to its lightness the Rattan Rocker is- a boon to

10.XK).0O

PBid

WE FURNISH

Promptly

out fear or judgment.
$l,OVl, 238.58

$1,627,96156
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Jobbing
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Loans and Discounts
Hoods and Other Securities
Heal Estate
Furniture and Fixtures
Cash and Due from other banks

ltll

West Gold

July

ex-

ception, are Rattan
Rockers. They can be
used and abused with-

t

OF ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Pure Ice Cream I

11

all rockers without

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

-

t

3 Rooms

The most durable ot

Report of the Condition of

Owing to the high wale.- in Kansas
rivers, the schedules of special Kilts'
Agent (or Saa Antonio Lime. Always
trains as well as the schedule of regpassenger trains,
ular
are badly
Fresh. Prices Right.
knocked out.
Jail Phone or send lor Solicitor. T
The special train of Newark Elks'
which arrived this afternoon at 3:30
PMOVE 1029
o'clock w ill be the last train for many
hours. At 2 o'clock this afternoon
all regular trains due here tonight
were reported eight hours late and
It Is safe to say that several hours
grace may be added. The special
trains are delayed a similar length of
time. In fact very little reliable inw
formation about the arrival of expecomr
For U uuoa of
ted trains could be secured this afellclous cream It more pop-Ja- r
ternoon.
tkaa ever. All ordeYs,
The Newark special carried 125
large or small. In or out of the
people, men and women, and they
elty, promptly cared for. and
were having a good time. The relivery in toot coo&ltloa,
ception committee from the local
fuarantMV
lodge was on hand In full force and
the Mexican bats and badges were
in big demand.
The Matthew Dairy &
The regular trains of tonight, which
are expected tomorrow morning, win
Company
Supply
be heavy loaded with Elks and to
morrow will be one of the biggest
170
No. Fourth at Phone 4te
days for the local Elks.
The Eagles are anticipating a visit
eeeeeev from
mm
a large number of eastern birds
tomorrow also. The Blonklyn Eag- WESEl.t TV FOR LKSS
le's special of eight cars will pass
through the city tomorrow.
The New England Elks will pa
through tomorrow on a special train
ight cars. The Pittsburg, Fort
of
Smith and St. Louis Elks will be pascgggjggg
sengers on the regular trains tomor- Family Trade Solicited.
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You will like it. It is of great nutritive value.
Pleasing to the taste and most wholesome.

Native au4 Clilrajo Lumber, ehcrwla-Ullauia PsUi Hum
BaUclag Paper, pUater, Umc. CueDl. Glaa. baab, Dwn, m.
V
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no train to be counted upon till morning.
It was 10:30, too late to telegraph.
got out to attempt repair,
h
drawing off ro-gauntlets, raising
her veil, nnd turning down lu r coat
collar with business-likhaste. The
night was dark. She took one of th"
lamps from Its bracket, and. lifting
the bonnet, made careful search for
tlie trouble. silie displayed intimate
acquaintance with all the details of
the mechanism, but in vain.
She was almost in despair when,
looking up, she saw two glaring .headlights approaching, and hope sprang
up within her. She stepped out Into
the roadway, holding her lamp. But
at that moment the sound of a man's
voice, singing Jovially, came down
the wind to her. and, hearing it, lu r
courage ebbed. She drew back
behind her own machine, stooping over the rear tire. The dread
that some returning roysterer from
Itockaway Beach might only prove an
added complication, brought her to a
quick decision to rely upon her own
resources, even though that should
take all night.
But she had changed her mind too
late. The approaching auto slowed
down as the brake were applied.
"In trouble, comrade?" cried, the
voice of one well satisfied with himself and the world in general, and a
scratched, s hobby car was drawn up
head to head with hers, and a solitary individual descended from it.
He advanced, puffing a huge cigar,
young man,
a. tall,
well set up, of somewhat swaggering
carriage.
His face was thin, thv;
IUi. skin
cheek bones prominent,
tanned so as to give his eyes undue
effect.
"What's gone wrong?" he demand
ed with casual ease, and, as the girl
rose, facing him in the full light of
his big head lamps, pursed up his
lips as if to whittle.
"A lady!" he exclaimed,
is he
bowed
with an exaggerated cour-

CHAPTER IV.

Ftanchette

Finds Only a Hundred
Franca In the Coffer.

The Kill had not been unaware
of yualntiUice's covert scrutiny.
It
had hurt her more, perhaps, than
anything rise she had had to endure
inee sin' had encountered her mo.--t
unwcli-miicompanion.
And
that
had n.d In en little or light.
fche had intuitively adjudged him
nia n. and had been by so
more ashamed
ititich tin
that he
could see lur in such a plight. There
was so muih he might misunderstand.
The exotic atmosphere of Martin's
was a strange one to )er. She could
rot but know that she must be con- picuniis in it, and yet, b:it for the
consciousness of his regard, she niig.it
tiave left It unmoved by the thought
that the throng there had been witnesses of hia discomfiture.
She felt sure that everyone must
have seen what she was suffering.
She had stipulated ere entering the
restaurant that they were to part at
the door, where her car was 'watting,
tout the wine her escort had imbibed
tiad rendered him quarrelsome, and
when she reminded him of hw promise he contradicted her flatly. She
was almost desperate, but took her
eat in the automobile, and he went
forward to crank the engine.
At sight of him stooping over, a
sudden, rash resolution inspired her.
She laid one hand on the horn, and,
as the engine started, squeezed out a
ingle loud blast which caused him
to spring toward the sidewalk. Kr;
tie could understand what had happened, she had thrown In the gears
with trembling fingers, and backed
way a few yards.
8he took her foot off the brake and
moved forward, wheeling as he made
a rush at her. and bowling him over
s he strove to make good his footing
on the off step.
He stumbled and fell with a howl tesy.
"A lady and alone. If your eiiuuf-fe- r
of rage. She put on speed, dashed
has deserted, 1 hope you'll let
safety over the cross street, and, having thus made sure of her distance, me replace him."
She would willingly have Informed
slowed down to a more sensible pace,
him that she had a chauffer in the
and so fled from him.
Her scarlet lips were tightly com- near neighborhood, but, little as site
pressed and a single furrow on her was prepossessed by hia appearance,
white forehead bespoke a depth of she could frame her lips to the undetermination.
She was steeling her- truth. He wae not in the usual garb
self against a conscience which whis- of a motorist, and sho thought he
pered that It had all been very un- bore some resemblance to the man in
a blue serge suit whom she had seen
ladylike, and undignified.
But Instinct told her
Quickly she made her way to the at Martin's.
that he was not to be described as
J4th street ferry.
gentlman.
At the dock there she had five min"Thank you" she said as levelly as
utes to wait for the boat, and in that
interval she disguised herself r.s well she might, "I'll manage all right my
as she might In a motor costume. self."
"Then I may ut least have the
Duster, cap and goggles she donned
In haste, drawing the collar over her pleasure of cranking up," he volundimpled chin, knotting a close veil teered, and he proceeded to do so,
round the silken glory of her hair, but with the result that, after a few
But. try as she might, she could not irregular explosions the engine stop
tilde from the eyes of men all trace ped.
He looked at her amusedly, and,
of her beauty, and many Inquisitive
(lances were centered on her as she while she blushed over her ineffecat Immobile In her place, the lights tual prevarication, became more than
Gleaming warmly against the wild ever impressed with her beauty.
"You haven't managed quite us sucrose of her cheeks, her curved lips
rather tremulous now that the tense cessfully att we must before we get
strain she had been under was some- this toy to go again." he said, "it's
lucky that I came along just now
what relaxed.
Ix tig Island City nt night time con- for you as well as for myself."
He bowed again with a flourish,
fused her sadly, and she went atray
more than once In her nervousness and then went to work to set things
ere striking the main road to Jamai- straight, but with a leisurely air very
ca. She dared not ask directions ev- trying to her in her hurry.
en to save delay.
"I've been dining down at ItockaHer light car ran smoothly for a way, you see," he Informed her con"But after the lamps
time, but presently a rattle warned versationally.
tier of coming trouble. It came, ani are lit. little old New York' not such
a bad place. I'm on my way In to
he found herself stranded.
She knew that Franchette would be supper there now."
Every now and then he would
frantic with fear for her. There was

("

broad-shoulder-

!

GOING
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glance up at her with some friendly
or facetious remark, and when sha
drew back from the circle of light he
bade her come closer and help him
She would fain 'have dispensed with
Only oneo
his services altogether.
did another motor whiz past, taking
no notice of them, and otherwise the
road ws deserted.
"If you're bound for the Beach.
the man said suddenly, "III run you
down there In quick time, and we'll
send a man hack to bring your ca
on."
"(h. no," lie declared. "I mils
take the car on myself, unci - I'm not
going to the Beach."
".Jamaica?" he asked.
She hesitated for a moment, not
wishing to offend him by replying
that that was no concern of his, him
he, impelled thereto by sweet, trou
bled eyes, became more reckless In
his generosity.
"it doesn't matter where," he said
"Jump In beside me and I'll run yoj
home before they lock the door. Then
I'll onio liack and bring the car on
No one will be a bit the wiser."
She vetoed that suggestion.
"I'll tell you what, then, lie con
cluded. "We'll go straight to New
York and get some one from Lo:ig
Island City to attend to this. We'll
be just In time for a nice, quiet supper
and you can catch a late train out.
How iloes that strike you, eh?"
He scowled as she turned her back
on him and herself went to work with
the recalcitrant engine.
"You're only walsting your time."
be assured her.
"That thing won't
Say. I know a
move again tonight.
place where we'd nsvrr be notice!
and you need something to eat now.
Come on.
What are you afraid of

hey ?"
He laid a persuasive hand on her
arm. made as though lie would have
slipped It around her waist, but she

stepped swiftly backward. Before he
could speak he was staring into the
muzzle of a quite womanlike revolver.
He stopped, not blanching,
al
though he knew that women are not
to hi- trusted with firearms.
So that
she. who had no lack of courage Iter
self, liked him none the worse for
that he was not coward in well a?
-

bad.
"Will you please get into your car
anil go on " she said steadily. "I'm
a good shot, nnd I shan't hesitate
to "
"I don't doubt It." he interrupted
with an Irrepressible note of admir

ation.

"1 had no 1,1. a of offending you
miss, and to prove that. I'll put mat
ters right for you in a twinkling, if
you'll allow me. I know exactly what
is wrong, although it wasn't my purpose to say hu until it suited me. But
you're one of the right sort, and P'1
be hanged if I'll leavo a lady In any

such difficulty even if she docs drill
hole in me while I'm helping her
Without more ado, he lifted the
cover again, and. after a brief interval, rose in triumph.
"That's it," he announced, while
she kept hini carefully covered.
"Xow I'll try the crank, if I may. '
He did so without awaiting permission, and. under his strong hand, the
engine was soon purring. Then he
over to where phe
looked qiilzzU-nllstood regarding him with her bent
brows, thankful for his belated ail
and yet annoyed because of the half
hour he had waisted for her. not
knowing how she should go grace
fully.
He solved that question for her.
(To be continued.!
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The
Exceptional
Equipment
rt the California Fig Syrup Co. and the
tcientifie attainments of its chemists have
TnuVred possible the production of Syrup
if Figs and Elixir of Senna, in all of its
xcellpnce, by obtaining the pure medie-nprinciples of plants known to act most
beneficially and combining them most
ikillfully, in the right proportions, with
its wholesome and refreshing .Syrup of
California Figs.
As there is only one genuine Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Scnn.i and as the genuine is manufactured by an original
method known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, it is always necessary to buy tho
genuine to get its beneficial effects.
A knowledge of the above facts enables
one to decline imitations or to return them
if, upon viewing the package, the full name
of the California Fig SympCo.is not found
printed on the front thereof.
al
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To-itl-

fleet lost five straight games to the
little men, so you see we aren't going
to a cinch party."
"Who originated the series?"
"Oenkwan Shibata, a Japanese student at the university. He
o
with some people In
and when the I'nivemity of Japan
guaranteed 14.000 for our expenses,
our faculty consented to let us make
the trip.
"We haven't decided which men
will be taken along. We are to play
several games and pick the best men
In the school. I certainly want to
lead the strongest nine I can."
"When do you start?"
"About August 20. We shall prob
corres-respond-

To-ty-

ably play Washington at Seattle on
our way.
Our agreement provides
that we be In Tokyo Kept 16. remain
30 days and play at least 10 games.
"This doesn't look like friction, does
11? Shablta has a letter from a friend
In Tokyo, which states the Japanase
have learned the Wisconsin yell and
our patriotic songs.
You couldn't
beat that for friendliness.
"Seriously we look upon this trip
as the beginning of a new friendship
the cementing of nations through
(sportsmanship, just as the United
States and Kngland have forgotten
grudges because their athletes and
sportsmen have mingled In friendly
endeavor."

3

BIG LEAGUE
VIIURi:

ORDER
Mccl

TEAMS

HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY

LINES
MANY

CARS

acsoi'ics Have Promise of .Much
Work Dining Summer mid
I

'u.

Pl.tsburg. Pa.. July S. The M. el
car manufacturers of PitM mr r havi
ord-- r
Derived the largest (tingle-ca- r
thai hat lien placid in recent years.
Tile o' Jer represents a'l t xpeiufit jrc
of .i, joo.imo, and calls i'.,r Si'Oo .his
for Hie Hiirrinvan lines
The Pressed
"teel (ir eompany, the Standard Ht.
ar company and America. i Cur ard
oundry company share in He order,
mil have agreed to deliyr a laige
number of the new cars ao nit August 1st.
More employment is In sight, as the
luffalo, .Rochester and Pittsburg
ailroad has asked for bids for the
building of 1.000 cars, to cost J 1,000, 000, and tile Standard company has
an order for .loo cars from
the Alabama (ireat Northern.
The
'hlcago. Burlington and Quincy is
Iso in the market for 500 cars.
d

Tortunnl
July. 8 I'niverslty
of WUiontdn base ball players hava
scheme to knock jingoism on the
Lead and lay It low. They are going to Japan to play the crack team
of the Kelogijuku (the University of
Japan) a series of games and they
and their friends believe the visit will
do more to put a stop to war talk
than nil the state documents ever
written. We'll be up against the real
thing, ull right," said "Dug" Knight,
capta n of the varsity. When Washo
ington 1'niversity's team played In
last year they were trimmed to an
everlasting f rankle by the Nipponese,
tad the crack team of the battleship
on.

from the farm.
They take this hay down to the market and some
one buys it who later sells it to you at a profit.
You can save this extra cost by having the farmer drive straight to your barn and put the hay in the
loft without delay.
Just insert a want ad in the paper and you will
get cleaner and finer hay than ever before.
The horses w ill appreciate it too. Try them once
and see the effect.

Oivernor WfJI probcad forlorn Hope in Next
(tmipaigii.
Minneapolis, Minn., July 8. fjov- ernor John A. Johnson will make a
personal and aggressive bid for the
nomination for president if the l.'ni- ted States in 1912. It is a reasonably
safe prediction that two years from
this summer there will be a regular
Johnson organization with si press bn- riau. preparing the way for the
to he made the standard-beare- r
of the national Democracy.
The Johnson campaign for pre.i1- d nt will begin w ith the campaign for
the election of Democratic Congres--ir- .
a few months. Democratic hopes
are built on a popular
revulsion
against the Republican partv as consequence of the Aldrich-P- a
re tarit
bill, producing a landslide that will
elect a Democratic House and give
them once more some northern seii- i.tors. They will mak" a hard fight
from one end of the conn'.rv tl tbe
other in the effort to i;i;vui'. the low- house. and it will csime n!l tho
f pcits of a natintial
amp-jig';ably

h

Mad

"

The .Minnesota

rect-ive-
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A LMOST every day farmers are diiving into
town with big loads of clean, fresh hay right

OFFICE

office Chief Quartermaster. Denver.
5, 10.
Sealed proposals
in triplicate will be received here and
at office of the Quarterm.i :t?r
at each post below named, until 11a.
m., August 5, 190H, for furnishinj
Corn. Oats, Bran, Hay anil Straw or
bedding Hay. required during the
year ending June 30, 1910. at Fort
Apache, Fort Huachuca and Whipple
Harracks, Arizona; Fort I.ogan and
U nver. Colorado;
Fort Hayard and TlACHES
SCHOOL
Fort Wingate, New Mexico; and Fort
Douglas and Fort Duchesne, Utah.
Information furnished upon applica-- t
ON HOSPITAL ROOF
on here or at offices of respective
pos quartermasters.
W.
I'OFE.
J.
Chief Q M
liildien SufTci'iiijr I Ton i Disease Arc
('(ling llcnclit of Kriut ailoii.
New York. July 8. Miss Elizabeth
Mcllillivary enjoys the distinction of
CROSS PACIFIC TO PLAY BAIL WITH JAPS;
ling the only public school teacher
in New York who lias her clusnroom
on the roof of a hospital, and also
HUSKY BADGERS TO BLAZE WAY FOR NEW DIPLOMACY that of being lln- tlrst teacher ever
appointed ill the city to take charge
of a class w hich is under medical care
all the time, and who range in age
from 6 to 16 years.
The new school is on the roof of
the Vanderbilt clinic, at the corner of
Flfiy-mintstreet and Amsterdam
avenue, In the Red Croae consump
tive camp, w hich was opened there In
Di cember.
There are about 20 pupils enrolled
Li the school, and their studies embrace, as nearly as possible, the work
of the public school, and when children who are suffering from disease
leave school to enter the camp they
take up their studies where they left
c:T when they quit the dchoolroom.
In this school there will be no
One of the innovations of
the school is that the little sufferers
He
immediately after dinner shall
dr.w n and rest for one or two hours,
ano sleep as much as possible.
Another is the rule that all etudying
shdll be done In a reclining position,
he big canvas luunglng chairs with
which the camp U equipped being
utilized for this purpose.
Colo., July

That Load of Hay

MAKE

a

y

190.

8.

on a Horse.

"For ten years I couldn't ride a
horse without being In torture from
piles," writes I,, s. (Napier, of Rug- Icss, Ky., "when all doctors and oth
er remedies failed. Bucklen'a Arnica
Salve cured trie." Infallible for Piles,
Fever-SoreKcxema,
Salt Rheum
Corns, 25c. Guaranteed by all dealers,
s.

o

Sight Rider's Raid.
The worst night riders are calomel,
croton oil or aloes pills. They ralJ
A

your bed to rob you of rest. Not so
with Dr. King's New Life Pills. They
never distress or inconvenience, but
always cleanse the system, curing
colds, headache, constipation, malaria
.3d at all dealers.

THEY AHE PLAYING
THIS AITEHNOOV.

American League.
Washington at New York.
Detroit at Cleveland.
Chicago at St. Louis.

The Chance of Years Book Lovers Will
Find This a Perfect Paradise.

National League.
Philadelphia at Detroit.
Pittsburg at New York.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Boston.

The Mysterious Key, by Louisa

Western League.
Tnpeka at Omaha.
Wichita at Des Moines.
Denver at Lincoln.
Pueblo at Sioux City.

The Cedar Swamp Mystery, by Jane
Austin,
The Twelve Great Diamonds,
Jane Austin.

HOW TICKY STAND.
Won. Lost.
4li

Boston

42

Cleveland

3S
3 1

New

46

York

iiicago
t. Louis
Washington

2S
26
22

Pet.
.64
.6 18

25
26
30

.583
.501
.456
.424
.3:t2
."24

31

37
3S
4 2

46

National League.
Won. Lost. Pet.
49
IS
.731
4
,62
2:
'J 4
lilt
.613
3"
.515
;(6
3a
.455
3S
'6
.406

Pittsburg
Chicago
New- -

1

York

Cincinnati
Philadelphia
St. Louis
Hrooklyu

'.'4

Huston

ii

4:;
47

.

;t r. S
9 .)

Western League.
Sioux

Pet.

Won. Lost.

Wichita

3S
36
32
32
32
31
24
24

City

Denver
Topeka
Omaha
Diw Moines
Pueblo
Lincoln
EDNESD

Y

.594

26
26

.5X1

.525
.523
.508
.500
.400
.369

2
2!i
31
31

36
4

1

The Kidnapped
son Bennett.

A Little Rebel, by The Duel

Otho the Arch, by Alexander

as.

The Corslcan Brothers, by Alexan-

by der Dumas.

The Wreck of the Kraken. by Jane
Austin.

American League,
Detroit
Philadelphia

Al-co-

Heiress, by Emer-

Hinton
Fleming.

Hall,

by

May

Ans

Child of the Wreck, by slay Acnes
Fleming.

The Rose of Ernsteln, by May Agnes Fleming.
Tho Midnight Marriage, Emersm
Mystery of Blackwood Grange, 07
Bennett.
May Agnes Fleming.
Lady Gwendoline's Dream, Char
Sir Noel's Heir, by May Ago
lotte Braeme.
Fleming.
Beauty's Marriage, Charlotte Brae- Woven on Fate's Loom, Charles
Garvlce.
Coralle, Charlotte Braeme.
The Woman In Armor, by Marp
HartwelU
On Her Wedding Morn, Charlotte
Braeme.
The Great Hampton Bank Robbery, by Mary R, H. Hatch.
My Mother's Rival, Charlotte Brae
me.
Kitty Craig's Life In New York, by
Mary J. Holmes.
The Mystery of Blrchall, Charlotte
The Wooing of Leola. by Mrs. Ales.
Braeme.
Miller.
Marlon ArdleigW's Penace, Char
A Mad Passion, by Etta V?. Pierce.
lotte 13 raw me.
The Heir of Brandt. b Etta Vt.
The Story of Two Pictures, Char- Fierce.
lotte Braeme.
The Power of Paul Latrobe,
Tragedy of the Chain Pier, Charlotte Adelaide Rowland.
Braeme.
The Crime and the Curse, by Mrs.
The Coquette's Victim. Charlotte Southworth.
Braeme.
The Wife's Victory, by Mrs. South-wortTragedy of a Quiet Life, Mrs.
Burnett,
The Refugee, by Mrs. Southworth.
Pretty Polly Pemberton, Mrs. BurJohn Strong's Secret, by lira
nett.
Southworth.
Cora Hastings, by Mary Dallas.
The Fatal Secret, by Mrs. South-worth.

(iAMKS.

National lieague.
Brooklyn. 7; B.iston,
4;
first
game.) Brooklyn. 5; Boston. 1; (sec
ond game.
Pittsburg. 6; Chicago, 2.
Philadelphia. 1; New York, 3.
4

h.

The Lawyer's Ward, by Mary

Dal-

The Bride of an Hour, by Mrs. Ana
Stephens.
Mystery of Mordaunt Mansion, by
The Love that Saved Him, by Mrs.
Mary Dallas.
Ann Stephens.
The Devil's Anvil, by Mary Dallas.
Note Single copies
The Island of Diamonds, by Harry
lie each,
postpaid. Any 12 book for tl, preAmerican Association.
Danforth.
paid. Any IS books for S3; the enIndianapolis. 3; Columbus. 0.
Minneapolis. 12; Kansas City, 0.
The Corsair's Captives, by Harry tire fifty books for $5; terms ar
St. Paul, 6; Milwaukee, 1.
cash with order. Send postal order
Danforth.
or check. Every volume complete.
Louisville, 5; Toledo. 8.
A Maiden All Forlorn,
by The Upon receiving books, if not aa repDutchess.
resented, send them back and (el
Hair Dresner maa ClUropodlst.
your money.
Place your order hi
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors op
A Little Irish Girl, by The Duchess. once.
Hunter of bargains. Ilk sUI
posite the Alvarado and next door to
other hunters, must act quickly. This
Sturges 'cafe.
Is prepared to give
Sweet Is True Love, by The
i advertisement
will appear In mar
thorough scalp treatment,
do hair
than 1,000 paper.
dressing, treat corns, bunions and
Ing own nails.
She gives massage
manicuring.
and
Mrs.
tie.iment
Pi. iblnis own preparation of con.
pi
ion cream builds up the akin and
In ..roves the complexion, and is
. ran
teed not to be Injurious. She
f
a - prepares hair tonic and cures
e d prevents dandruff and hair fall
I
out, restores life to dead hair, re
"ioves molea, warts and superfluous
air. For any blemish of the face
105-1- 07
READE ST.
HEW YORK CITY
call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
American League,
New York, 6, Boston, 9.
Cleveland. 4; Detroit. 3.
Western League.
Lincoln. 8, Denver, 4.

las.
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HELP

rXUALM HELP

ROOMS

Classified Mds

mociuraxiu
BOOUEEFEIU
tAUCSKXH
AGENT!
CAXTASSEJM

Auto

REALTY CO
1889
Eeublished

Repairs-Bicycl- es

8A1 i:

f.

RANCHES FOR

6A

l

s.

noppixa

Sll South Second

f,

Indian Motor

Cycle

TUNITIES

St.

--

and Auto Tire

GROCERIES

MONET TO LOAN

A

i

123(H)

S23 Sooth Second Street.

All
Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Klnda of Imported Italian Goods.
Pure Lucca Olive OH. Phone Til.

REAL ESTATE

CARDS

PHYSICIANS
L. BURTON, M. D.

SOLOMON

Physician and Surgeon.
Residence a 10 South Walter Street.
Phone 1030. Of floe 9 Harnett
Building. Phone 017.

te

GOLD AVENUE REALTY CO.
J. M. Sollle and Edward LeBreton,
proprietor of the new real estate of
fice at 117 West Gold avenue, axe pre
pared to serve the public along all
real estate lines. List your property
with vs.
M. UTAN, TAILOR.

Cleaning, pressing

RESTAURANTS

Practice Limited to Tuberculosis

MALE HELP

Hours 10 to 13 and a to .
Telephone 884.
SAN JOSE RESTAURANT.
Rooms 8, 9, and 10, State National
Open
day and night. Sit West Cen
Bank Block.
tral. In addition to our regular

WANTED Hoy at liosenwald's dry
goods store.
WANTED Lumber Jacks, teamsters
and cooks. Colburn's Employment
Agency, 209 South First.

mem la
Wa serve short orders, noodles, chop
sney In all styles and other mandarin

DENTISTS

Take orders for the largest
portrait house. Some of our men
are making $300 a month, so can

HEN

Reach the City Thru an Ad
Did you ever stop to consider how cheap but how effective a little want ad is in reaching an entire city?
Figure out how much time and money would be required
to mail a letter to every one in the city. The postage alone
would be $20 for every thousand.
Think how impossible it would be for you to call on
each resident personally and talk with him every evening.

WANTED Intelligent man or woman to take territory and appoint
canvassers to sell our water filters.
Exclusive territory and nice, profitable work for the right party. Seneca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
WANTED Albuquerque representative. Control staple line. Large
consumption. Position worth 2,500
yearly to man with business acquaintance or to hustler. Consolidated Mfg. Co., Rochester. N. Y.,
WRITE and we will explain how we
pay any man 185 per month and
all traveling expenses to take orExperience unders for portraits.
necessary. This wffer made by the
greatest portrait house In the
world. Write now before It Is too
late. R. D. Martel, Dept. 220,
'
Chicago.

Rooms 3 and S, Barnett Building,
Over O'RIclley'a Drug Store.
Appointments made by mall.

Phone

li

WANTED Lady to represent us at
home; good position; good pay and
taller made cult free In 90 days.
reliable
Experience unnecessary;
firm. Address J. E. McBisiy Co.,

Can you think of a more effective or less expensive way
to talk with every one in your city rich and poor alike?
Then try an ad in the Citizen and see the result.

Cklcago.

WANTED
WANTED Second hand clothinft, etc
101 South Second St. 'Phone 740.
WANTED By reliable party, driving
Address
horse to keep for feed.

FOR REN1

FOP SALE

SALESMEN

774.

WANTED Salesman: Bxperlenced in
any line to sell general trade in
WANTED To buy large tract of
An unexcelled speNew Mexico.
report,
Give full
cash
timber.
commission!
proposition,
cialty
price, location, shipping facilities,
e
with 131 weekly advance for exalso terms. I. C. Cockey, 226
penses. Tne continental Jewelry
Bldg., Denver, Colo.
Co.. Cleveland. Ohio
WANTED Lubricating oil salesmen,
AGENTS
experienced (no attention to others) receiving less than two hunWANTED Agents to sell our line of
salary
dred monthly, investigate,
cigars with a new patent cigar
only.
E. L. Cannon, Wade Bldg.,
lighter. Can also be carried as a
Cleveland, Oho.
side line. Address Crown Cigar
Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
WANTED Uest paying side line on
the market. Good men make big
AGENTS make It dally selling our
money. Salesmen with establishNational Clothes Drying Rack, reed territory write. Sample case 10
quired lu every home. Absolutely
lb. Must give references. P.
new. Send 10 cents for sample and
Schmidt & Co.. 334 Dearborn St.,
territory. Culver A Co., 171 WashChicago. 111.
ington street, Chicago.
CAPABLE SALESMAN to cover New
AGENTS Positively make
110 to
Mexico with staple line. High com$20 daily selling the greatest pho-- i
missions, with 1100 monthly adto art specialty ever produced;
vance. Permanent position to the
soniethir.g new and unusual. L. K j right man. Jess. H. Smith Co., De- 464 Carroll
Ave.,
Nutter. Mgr.,
troit, Mich.
Chicago, 111.
educated
WANT KU All
energetic.
Diozo CabiAGENTS ATTENTION
man to
the New International
nets guard the home from contusMexico;
Kmyclopaedia
in New
ion and disease, .Require no attenspleiiJid opening; state age, presup,
that's all.
tion. Just hang them
and give referent employnunt
People are buying them by the
l
ences. Dodd,
and Company,
sample
thousands. Send at once for
Shuki-r- t
Building. Kan.-a- s City, M' .
.
term.-'Montana Sales Co..
and
WANTED
Salesman to carry
ISutte, llont.
Souvenir Post Cards as side
day;
a
Agents make 16
eVANTED
Money making proposition.
line.
seven fast sellers; big new IllusSome of our men making
tree.'
simples
monthly. State ref, rences. Gartn r
trated catalogue and
X-Commercial Supply Co., llux 3066,
Bender. Chicago.
Ma.ss.
Button,
Coal.
Ex p e r le n c d
SAL E S M A N W A N T 1 1
$1204.10
1'ItnKIT
mnie Hi twj' amiut.ous man oipatile silling to
FOUND
months by C. Nichols and his' Iji st trade by Kansas City wholeLOST
agents in Utah and Mah: wrilo'
Applicant must subsale house.
priii'l"
Want general ayenl to
t.ir
mit (nv Hieing proof of competLOST Bay mar.- brand' d J. O. i.l
ency,
open brain h office in this state,
fine opening. Permanent,
Re a ard for reiuin
left shoulder.
pay
right man high
position will
Kxe.ii'ive territory, complete pn-- :
to 415 So. Edith, or phone 813.
fully.
w
t t:o!i, am.i.iiig pi .Mils, permanent
State experience
aires.
gold
ces. Apply C. J., care Citi- LOST Ladies' fcmail t ntumlcd
K. fe;
hoiioi a Pie L.isin
i'arKer Cneml- -'
watch near Casino in old town
zen ottice.
ca! '.,
Monday n.ght. retain to 214 AVest
prolit on WANTED -- A Lip.ibV novelty sales-maIron and acme rewaid.
'.' n' Z1 I. In stl iet liril.y C.months'
it
A.
w
Nichols,
a
306
and winning
to sell in
in.
lli
.It
Ml.
S.
is;..
City,
Lake
Waiii. r
and
vet tiding novelty to dealers In
He secure, exclusive
his agents.
of dealers
All clast-eId
sale for liInZn in I'tali and
iho
buy. Prolit of 171.0 and upwards to
y. ai. .'. ' TP lent
Hint
In April.
lis
He
one
tells
!"''.'.
t.asi- WANTED
salesmen on each order; exceptionof Ins mi:. .IK. Ills cle.ire.l tlj'l 111
.: Ml
ally profitable opportunity for right
ii. v,s no
mien This v t.e1.
tl
'
A
I'll
.
'S
te'.v
St.lt.
III.' U.eK.
hand.-Til- man. We can also place a few
Alb demand
H'
Vnl(. today for
lull
a
n ivin.
(.Jill
college in the
ti'.vtlty salesmen in oth r
.iieniu
pa
til.
..ii h.m .iliirty t'
Side line 'I,, ii making 1
cities.
biary i.u M !:c,
i
in - von for n ny
ai)
on
li t
lit.
ii.
iv a
day between trains Cive fuM parplace.
Bo..kk . plug. Hi riography.
Why
icli .Is"
do .IV v,.
iv Mr
Det.T. Novelty
ticular
Kr.tcHsh iir i Spanish, li. nklng
tirst
t
Try.
Write now to Barker
partment, Tne Progress Company,
Day or
lountire. civil tervioe.
Chemical Co., Chicago.
Bldg., Chicago.
riffht. i'l.'.rii.- t.'T.
Kitt-redg-

DENTISTS.
Room 13.

-

!

N. YANN1.

Boot and Shoe Maker, 115 S. Third St
Men's Shoes.
EDMUND G. ALU EH, 1). D. S.
11.00
H Soles and Heels, nailed
11.10
H Soles and Heels, sewed
Office hours, 9 a. in. to 12:30 p.
Ladlea' Shoes.
1:30 to 5 p. in.
Vk Soles and Heels, nailed
7lo
$1.11
H Soles and Heels, sewed
Appointments made by mail.
rock-oavery
k
Only the
sole
best
3(16 West Central Ave.
Phone 456 leather used and absolute satlafao
guaran
All work
tlon guaranteed.
teed. All work given prompt atten
LAWYERS
tion.
R. W. V. BRYAN

Sewing Machines

Attoruc-y-at-La-

HEWITT.
Office First National Bunk Building
117 South Third St.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Dealer in sewing machines and all
their parts; bicycles, typewriters and
creamery supplies.
Expert repairer
E. W. DOllSON
of locks; keys made and fitted; blcy
cles, typewriters
and sewing ml
Attorncy-at-Lachines repaired. Albuquerque. N, M
Office Cromwell liliH'k
Alboqwrque, Now Mexico.
Towti's Fad.
Sir Paolo Tostl, the popular aong
JOS.IC C. KSI1NOSA
composer, has a rad for upholstering,
and it Is claimed for him that all of
Attorney at Law.
of Lady ToBtl
the upholstering
drawing room furniture has been
(Llcenstado. )
done by her celebrated husband.
Will Do a General Practice In all The Circle.
w
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Rare Opportunities

s

1

;

o--

Ll-iu-

i :

11

1.

I

bc-t--

Riind-Mc.N'al- ly

-

houx.

good

on South 4
two lots, stables,
Edith, close in. An except).
bargain.
$1300 Rooming
house on
Central ave. Great chance for
quick buyer. Easy terms.
MANY OTHER BARGAINS
IN ALL SECTIONS OF CITY.
LOTS IN NEW TOWN OP
HELEN at original plat prices.
Call at our office for full particulars.
CHOICE VACANT LOTS IN
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE. See
us before buying elsewhere. We
can save you money.

FOR RENT.
$20 Three furnished
and bath, modern, for
Very

rooms

close

In.

Water paid.
$20 Four room modern furnished house. Highlands, close
In. Barn on premises.
Water
paid.
modern house
$25-.-5 room
Highlands. Newly reflnlshed.
house, near
$8.0O
shops on Pacific avenue.
new
Comfortable,
$10.00
house. No. Eighth st.
$8.00 4 room tent house and
barn, corner Marble and 13th
street.
$12.00 Very close In modern rooms for light housekeeping on North Second street.
$16.00 4 room house, West
Central Ave., near Castle Hun-ln- g.
Partly furnished.
$20.00 iRoomlng house with
store room, close to shops.
4 room
furnished
$23.00
flat, with sleeping porch all
modern, plenty shade, on North
Second t. Cool summer home.
$22.504 room modern brio's;
house. West Marquette.
$2.50 per week, 2 rooms furnished for light housekeeping,
West Copper, near Third street
Henrietta.
$65.00 Hotel
brand new, never occupied. Is
modern, 27 rooms, good location, a bargain.
Rico hotel. 3 story
$150.00
brick, N. First st. between Central and Copper ave. Lower
floor store rooms. Upper floori
have 18 modern finished rooma
for rooming house. Will rent
upper or lower floors separate.
Low rent. Great opportunity.
--

--

Anu

219 W0tt Coltt

CHAS.

--

lire

j

Send for Our Select List of si
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPERS
whereby you can Insert dla- play ads In all papers for
FIVE DOLLARS PER INCH.
The Dake Advertising Agency,
Incorporated.
11 Greary St
427 S. Main St.
San Francisco.
Los Angeles

;UM4U-

yr.

"60 YEARS'

-

V

'frgXPEBIENCC't

KILL the COUGH

CURE the LUNC3

and

Dr. King's
Nov Discovery

Tnanc Mabm

WITH

'vwving

IK
r. v..
I

PBICK

an.

"Mal Bott
VOLD&
AND ALL THROAT AN" LUNG

nan.
fO

TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OS KOMET REyONDEB.

r'MMl

Copvshomt

.

Ac

'

DatMiUh
kt.t frM. oldMl Atftiiiov tut Mtmrinff Co.
I'aicQts tMn tbruunh Mima
recall
tptcial lutU, without charts, IB UK

Scientific American,

i

rtki.

I Jl
hanAtnfnsU' Illnatr&lMl
culsitloa of any cientlflc tixirnaL Termt, 93 $
Tear : foar months, $L 0ol4 b sUl Mtidwttrt
A

MUNll & Co.38,B.

HTM.

Offloe,

-'-

Hew YorL

Watheu. lull. D. U

Free Receipt for Weak Men

I

Furnished

Jl-a-

First Street.

N. T. Arniljo Building.

Business Opportunities

I

agent for

Roberts
Famous
Rand "Star" Shoes; also
Johnson
complete line of serviceable shoes.
Kxpert repairing, all work guaran
teed.

FOR RENT For Rent card at Th
Court.
Citizen office.
FOR RALE Fine Collie dog at 401
Room 1. Armijo Block, Albuquerque,
So. Seventh st.
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for
New Mexico.
light housekeeping with bath. Call
FOR SALE Large Joe box, good as
33 Barnett Bldg.
new. Suitable for butcher or groMOMSTO C. OllTIZ.
FOR RENT Four room rurnlaned
cer. 323 So. Second st.
house. 14 per month. SouthwestAttorney-at-- I.
ern Realty Co.. 201 E. Central.
FOR SALE Modern
house;
easy terms and price reasonable. FOR RENT. Two or three nicely
(Llcensiado.)
Inquire 214 North Walter.
furnished rooms for light houstkeep
Rooms 3 and 5, Armijo Block, 304
Ing.
W. (Jold ave.
114
W. Central Avenue, Albuquerque,
160
FOH SALE Douglas ranch,
acres, three miles souht of city. In- foil RENT New tent, furnished;
New Mexico.
nice level lots for tents. Address J.
quire of J. C. Buldridge.
P.,
E.
Citizen office.
John A. White
FOR SALE Two combination riding FOR RENT Houses, 4, 5. R and 8 John W. Wilson
WIIjSUX & WHITK
or driving horses Columbus surrey
morn:
Southern
Hotel;
offlct
and buggy in firvt class condition.
close in. W. H McMilllon, real es
Attlirnejs and t'ounsellors at Ijiw.
Inquire of W. H. llahn Co.
tate broker. 211 W. Gold.
OK htM Lariff, cool, airy rooms.
general practice In
Will do
suitable for l.ght housekeeping;
All Courts.
rent reasonable. Inquire 524 West Room 15, 17 and 19, Cromwell Illdg
Central avenue.
established
FOR SALE Profitable,
Albuquerque, N. M.
business. Owner must leave city.
PERSONAL
Inquire Citizen office.
'
1R.V M. IIOND
CAPITAL furnished for meritorious AUTHORS seeku.g a publisher should
w.tn
communicate
the
Cochrane
n,l
hnnrt
u. Publishing Company. 177
nterr.rise.r
tnrk
Attoriify-ut-IjiTribune
,n solo nn commission- ,nmnan.
Ijtinl
Iateuts, Cop j right,
Pension,
building.
city.
Ntw
York
les organized;
loans negotiated.
Address with full particulars. MetCaveats, loiter ruteiitx, Trade
TYPEWRITERS
ropolitan Investment company, 131
Marks,, Claluii.
FOR SALE oli.-Typewriter. Ni ;16
La Salle street. Chicago.
asliliigton,
C
I'. Strwt N. V.
.'. like new. Cheap. Matson's bookstore.
Rooms
TIIOS. K. U. MAIHUSON
run
f"i typewriter, very
latest visible m 'del No. 23, like
FOR RENT Furnished Rooms for
.
AttKiiic-at-lwnew, cheap.
M;!!ett Studio.
Rent cards at The Citizen office.
aTl
kirid.-Exc
p.
For RENT j writer.
for hous
For RENT Furni-h.- d
Olllie 117 West, fiold Ave.
Albuquerque T i writer
hane
keeping. Kltlgie or suite of
or '!.
in es;
modern eoriv-mAiil.
hull,
INSURANCE
sel t n p..lrhev. 011

A. B. C.

P. MATTECCCI.
105 North

Sole

C'OPP AND PIJTTITT

DICS.

Then consider that a want ad not only introduces you to
the supper table of every home in the city, but it does so for
only a few cents.

SHOEMAKERS

Surgery.

Dental

Give us a trial.

dishes.

DR. J. K. KRAFT,

you. Address National Art and
Crayon Co., Dept. 447, Chicago.
WANTED 190 a month, J70 expenel'
allowance at Mart, to put out mer
chandise and grocery catalogues.
Mail order house, American Home
Supply Co., Desk 4, Chicago, 111.

FEMALE HELP

repairing.

and

101 South Second street.

A. O. SIIORTLE, M. D.

I

j

PIOCIMM.

WANTED-Posltto- ns

PROFESSIONAL

FOR SALE,
Six front lots on E.
Copper ave. Great bargain.
$1,000.00
A 4 room
hous;
large lot. Keleher ave. Rare
chance to buy a good home
cheap. Easy terms.
$2.000 Three beautiful corner lots, 75x200 feet on W. Titers ave. This Is a snap.
$500.00

Vulcanizing.
Bicycles for Sale or Rent, Repair
ing and Suppllea of All Kinds.

BUSINESS OPPOR-

LOST AND FOUNI

WANTED Young man who understands general farming and Irrigation would like to take charge of
ranch, large or email. Address
No. 20, Evening Citizen.
POSITION WANTED By a first
class stenographer and typewriter.
English and Spanish translations a
specialty. Thorough knowledge of
business methods, bookBest of
keeping and Insurance.
on applicareferences furnished
tion. Address R., care Citizen

1.10RE

TO REXT

HOUSES FOR

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

pi RECTORY

BUSINESS

norsra for rent

Clearing House for the People's Wants

A

CLETIKI

PAGE SEVEX.

LWillGive$1000
tl

If I Tall
CURE any CANCER or TUMOR
TlEAT tCrORi IT P0U0VS 0HP 61AN0I
NO KNIFE or PAIN.
No Taj until Cured.
r
No X hiy oi o i li
te An PUial
iwlud
pl.iiil mnkefl lh" fun.
Absolute Guarantee.
Aii Junior, Lump ia
f.'ic1 er
Sore on toe II
hrre st i moiitlw
fii
Is Chiuit. Xhry
until l..r ii.'.p.
lialn
I to - pane hunk
ft. wuh ten. rnonlais
1

Gentleman Will Send It Confidentially, Free and Sealed,
to Every Weak and Unable Man Who Writes for It
I have In my possession a preecrlp- tlon for nervous debility, lark of vlg- or, weakened manhood, falling mem- ory and lame back, brought on by
excesses, unnatural drains or the Tol-l- lt
of youth, that has cured so many

It. A. fel.EVSTI'U

if

-- CJV

i

Notary

Insurance, Itral
Public.

g

Rooms

12

uiul II,

Itlk.
'iv MniiM

( roiuui--

-

AlliiiiK-riju-

vigor-failur1

lt

A. E. WAI KI

,

nrr

lit

l

.

cured.

l
Wi-f--

i

c

kl
DR. AND MBS. DR. CliAMLEY & CO.
"Mot! Succrtitul Cincar tsacialua Livini
747 Swuth Alain St. LOS ANCKLK.S, AI..

Sn4 to

Iuimhi

1

LUMP IN WOMAN'S BREAST
IH
kit :nd If ulri (ni It mil alua
poNtili Urr, '1.111(1
thfl ariupl
anil kill

Klnily

A'vk
inur

OSTEOPATH

ANY

alillfl

ire Insiiranif.

.M(iiUii'V Muliiiil Ituililtiij;
t
(Vntral
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WRITE TO THEM

HUM

worn and nervous men rlgbt la vkMa
homes without any additions
help or medicine that I think vr
man who wishes to regain his manli
power and virility, quickly and qulev
fto, I aav
ly, should have a copy,
determined to send a copy of the prescription, free of charge. In a plala,
ordinary
sealed envelops, to aaj
man who will write mi for It.
comes from s
This prescription
physician who has made a specie
study of nu n, and I am convinced
Is the surest-actincombination fa
the cure of deficient manhood
e
iver put together.
think I .we It to mj fallow me
copy In ronfldenca.
tl). m
to,
no that any man, anywher
wno
with repeat
weak and
hlmseil
fuiliuris may st.(.
with liarmbfiil patent medicines,
cure wl.Ht. I '.
the gulckesv
actin(, r. sto: a' 1 upbuilding.
rrniedy
devbe
bk.Tf.
rjnlrttl
and tfo. imiiv hiinsi'lf
line lis
and ii. k y Just drop me
this: Dr. A. lu. Rjbinson. 4T: LUC1
IlldS, D. troit, Mich., and 1 will md!
you a ropy i.f thl splrndid recelpv
4
"ovelop.
i.rd.nary
in a i
tree of charge.
own

Soma One with Cancer

.

II.

tllNVOIt.
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I.
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OllllpUtll.
in ChroniiN. T.
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MALOY'Si Iff
?

RELIABLE SHOES

x (C

IT ISN'T 'Jil-JFOAM
that you get In a glass of our no da.
Just enough to give It a fizz and a
sparkle. The rest la all good solid
soda.
You will find one glass enough to
Ouench any thirst.
But you'll aot
find one glass enough to satisfy your
beverage. If you could drink as mnch
ad you wanted to you would never
stop.
j

j

111

e same attention to style,
Pa"
finish
and
in our children's shoes
quality
I
SB
as we do to our footwear for grown up
people. Knowing that youngsters are extra hard on shoes
we allow only the strongest materials and bast workmanship to be used tn their construction. Besides this we are
particularly careful to select such lasts as will keep the
child's foot free from corns. This insures you the best in
fit, wear and style for your money.

ff

MrVw"""

E

Jiff'

SHSBM

X M

Girls' Shoes, Patent Kid, Vici Kid or Calf
Boys' Shoes, Patent Leather, Vici Kid or Calf

8CIIT7TT OANDT CO.

Second Door North of P. O.

.

to

Owing to a very heavy stock of Summer
Clothing, Furnishing Goods and Shoes now
on hand we will start our

Grocery List I
for you.

Good goods well
packed is what you want
and is what you will get
from us.

Green Tag Sale

A. J. MALOY I
Phone 72

PERSONAL,

special yesterday ami
returned to
Las Vegas last night.
Miss Evelyn Trotter, daughter
of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Trotter, left last
night for Long Beach, Cal., where
he will spend the summer visiting
relatives and friends.
Try Olorleta beer. Phone 4J2.
Benjamin Bros, are now offering
Insure In the Occidental Life.
their goods at a reduction of 25 per
Dance tonight et Elks" ball room, i cent, including the Alfred Benjamin
cents a dance.
clothing.
Mrs Geo. E. Brewer left last nig.it
W. P. Bullock, the engineering ex
on a pleasure trip to California.
pert, who was here last spring rep
Call at Benjamin Bros.- - and In resenting Kansas City parties, who de
spect the new Indestructo trunks.
sired to build the new cwer system,
Waiter Connell, of the nrir of Hun. registered at the Alvarado this morn
ing.
ing end Connell, Is In tiie city on
Miss Stella Mindlon, sister of Mrs.
W. H. Springer left yesterday for Henry Yanow, 'is expected to arrive
Los Angeles to attend the convention this morning from Kansas City for a
day's visit. Miss Mindlon i on her
of Elks.
way to Ocean Park. Cal.. for a visit
A. Duller, a merchant
f
rfelcii, to
relatives.
was .iiiioiig this nmrri.i(
arrivals '.i
Col. E. W. Dobson, attorney for the
the Li y.
Mrs. Ellen Lockhart left on the lim- Santa Fe Central in New Mexico, re
ited today on a pleasure trip to south- turned to the 'lty hist night from
Santa Fe, where he attended a meetern California,
ing of the directors and stockholders
Diabetes,
eczema.
gall stones, of the company.
jaundice and rheumatism
positively
25 per cent reduction on the
facured at Faywood Hot Springs.
mous Alfred Benjamin clothing, new
Captain V. E. Dame, who lias been styles
and perfect fit. Benjamin Bros.
visiting here for the pawl few days,
Mrs. Henry Yanow and daughter
lift last night for Colima. Mexico.
The Indestructo Trunk Is the only have left for Ijon Angele and Long
trunk that Is guaranteed not to break lleach. Cal. Mr. Yanow will Join them
Call at Benjamin Bros, and see them. In a few days and accompany them
to the fair at Seattle and other points
Don't drink impure water. Go to
the Bar of Commerce, where you will of Interest on the western coast.
C. W. Smith, for some time past a
always find good pure cold beer on
THE
special officer for the Santa Fe In this
draught.
W. P. GarMde, traveling agent for city, left last night for Ios Angelea.
the Santa Ke railroad In New Mexico, where he has accepted u position as
arrived in this cily yesterday for a division special agent for ithe Santa
Fe coast lines. Mr. Smith's family
short stay.
left for Los Angeles some time ago.
buying
When
trunks call at Ben
W. S. Strickler, cashier of the Wank
jamin Bros. They have Juct received
the famous Indestructo Trunks. Can- of Commerce, 'returned to the city
last night from attending a meeting
not be broken.
the directors and stockholder of
f. S. Service, the Santa Fe freight of
ter would be struck at 193 feet. In
conductor, has moved to Gallup. Mr. the Santa Fe Central railroad com-iwn- meantime, M. P. Stamm la saving hi
at Santa Ft. Mr. Strickler was
Service was accompanied by his fam
trees b- - hauling water from the Santa
ily and will make their home in that made a member of the road directFe hydrant on First street.
orate.
town.
your
K. W. fiawklns will leave this eveto
boil
account
having
On
of
H. D. Schuyler, general manager of
ning
for lx8 Angelea where he will
we
on
will
now
water
coal
sell
from
the New Mexico Realty Syndicate, left
spend
a month's vacation. Ilu will
to
$3.25.
$7.50
used
sell
for
for
that
last night on a business trip through
be accompanied by Mrs. 'Hawkins who
29.
yard.
Coal
Direct
Phone
Line
the eastern and southern part of ties
is
slowly recovering from a recent
Mrs. J. 1). Ijigonarsino, of Sheffield.
ft rrilory.
operation.
During Mr. Hawkin'a abnight
city
Ala.,
and
in
last
the
arrived
Trainmaster J. E. McMahon. of
sence, his position as manager of the
guest
be
will
of
while
here
the
her
the New Mexico division of the. Sania daughter,
Mrs. Davis, of 114
South Postal Telegraph company here will
Fe, arrived on the Kentucky
Elks'
another employe and an
Seventh street. Mrs. Lagonareino was be rilled byoperator
will be brought
accompanied by her daughters. Misses additional
Lucy and Mildred and master John here from El Paso.
B. Davi.s, her nephew.
Manager Dan Padilla received a lettoday from the management of
ter
lleald,
who
Miss Bessie
has been
I wish to announce to my friends
offering to
attending college for the past two the Denver Western t. league
including exycurs, in Pomona, Cal., has returned give Hidalgo a
and patrons, that I will continue
and coming. Hihome to spend the vacation with her penses both goingoffer,
declaring that
in the furniture and auction
parents, Mr. and Mrs. .1. Heald, of dalgo refused the
Miss Heald will the season Is too late. He will try
street.
South
Edith
company next spring. Sunat my old locKti.jt. 1.7 Gold
in the fall for Pomona, where for faster
she will complete her studios the day and fans will be given a game beAve. I am now better prepared
tween the local team and the .arita
coming term.
Fe Grays, on which a wide het of $100
to handle your auction business
An Incoming Elks' special rammed will bo wagered.
string
of
a
rear
the
of
Into
end
than ever before, and you can
coaches In the north end it
the local yards early this morning, XOTUW OK DISSOLUTION'
always be assured that when you
damage
causing considerable
tJ
OF P.HTMJ(SII1I
place your goods In my charge to railroad property, but fortunately no
hereby
Is
given that from
Notice
one was injured. The Clovis sleeper
be auctioned that you will get bigwas one of the cars wracked and the and after thin date the firm of Sollie
and LeBreton have dissolved partpassengers In it were given a acare.
ger and better returns for them
nership by reason of mutual concent.
TerThe drill sinking a well on the
All accounts due and payable to said
any
reachrace addition this morning had
other auctioneer.
than from
firm, can be paid to either of said
ed a depth of 180 feet and was work- parties as the same may be presented.
J. M. SOLLIE.
would
ing In soil that indicated waiter
Ed LeHreton can be found in the fube struck within fifteen or twenty ture at 115 Oold Ave, and J. M. Sol-li- e
wafeet. It had been expected that
can be found at 117 flold Ave.
Albuquerque, X. M , July 8. 1909.
J. M. SOLLIE
ED Le BR ETON
JWHEN YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK UX)R

PARAGRAPHS

$1.00 to $2.75
$1.15
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11
1

If you are let us fill your

For Children
W

gl

,

it TAKE NOTICE
""ji

ARE YOU GOING

Camping

.v

'

'

io.

$2.75

IS NOW ON

We have marked down nearly everything in

the store in order to quickly reducs our summer lines and call your attention to our

Shoe Department for Exclusive Styles in Footwear.

WEAR TANS AND BE COMFORTABLE

)

Tan Footwear

J

All Prices

because we have on hand an exceptionally
fine line of HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
and other reliable clothing for men and young
men. Call and see us. It will pay you.

Reliable Tans

Standard Makes

SIMON STERN

The first consideration in buying a shoe U comfort Second: WEAR.
Ton can easily demand them both, at a moderate price if you buy our
Stylish footwear. No other leather has ever proved so successful in
resting the feet, as they do not draw and contract like a black shoe in
hot weather We have a complete assortment of snappy Low Shoes

and Oxfords for men, women and children.
Only give us a trial.

All shoes carefully

fitted.

for Men, tmn low cut, Imeo or button, 93. BO to 94. OO.
ror Womon, tan oxford or pump, 91. SO to 93. OO.
for Children, tmn oxford or pomp, 9t.OOto 93.00,

I

i,,i4tfftftft tt tfrg,g,T
Stoves, Ranges, House

I

Crescent

Hardware

I

X

Co.,.

318 W.

Central

J

Plumbing, Heating, J
Tin and Copper Work

Ave.

Phone 315

"

p

l

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
gf
REMOVAL
SALE
iwiiw
mmumujl Boys

I

8hoe&, Underwear. Dry Goods, Ldie Waists, Dress Goods, Underwear
ia fact every article in the store v. ill be marked down in plain figures,
Cash buyers union.
112 N. 2nd St.

X

ii

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
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I
IB

E. L. WASHBUPV P?s

CI o thing

f
Wm awawv.
Dnlrla I
ww

mmmrn

C. O. CUSDMAN, Sec.

T

4 Treaa.

A

E. L. Washburn Company
Incorporated
Men's and Boys' Outfitters

g Weather Indications

'11

armSummer clothing going

doxvn

a

a

l
j
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B
ft
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Our Great
IS NOW ON

20 and 25 Per cent
is the Saving you make on clothing

Are You Interested?

pas-aeng- er

OR LIBBEY
HAWKES.
Our
roamed
large. Every

We have both makes.
low in plain

J

figure.

Block la
piece
We will give a 10 per cent discount ou

BIG SALE ON HAMMOCKS
very

ELKS' BALL ROOM

BIG BLOW OUT PARTY
TUESDAY, JULY 13th.
DONT MISS IT
Regular Dances, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

5 Cents Per Dance

GOOD MUSIC

Jeweler

CLTDITT
I
L.
V

1

L-I-VI

Central Ave
Albuoueraue

If your children are hard on stockings and you do not particularly
y
en-Jo-

mending them try our "Black
Cat"' brand. They will outlast anything j on may have bought before.
Light, medium and heavy weight.
Prices run from 12ie to 30 c. C.
('. May's Shoe store. 314 West Cen
tral Avenue.

PHONE US 1B0UT OUR

fl FH

Strong Brothers

AND

VEGETABLES

w

Mrs. R. B. Patten
Lady Assistant

these goods

to reduce stock.

The Leading

SEMI-ANNUA- L

ClearanceSale

Scribnes Dancing Academy

try-ou-

And

si im

CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

y

Furnish-n- g

Goods, Cutlery and Tools,
Iron Pipe, Valves and Fittings

Clothing Bargains

i.js-ines- .i.

Everything that can be
had on the market will
be found in our store.

SKINNER'S

Here is your chance for a bargain
In a hammock.
We bought our ham205 South First Street
mocks this year direct from the factory. That means the middle man's
profits cut out. But we bought heavily. We have a goodly number left
and believing a live quarter Is better
1 South Second St.. Corner Iron.
than a dead dollar, we have decided
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
All new Iron beds.
to make a slaughter of ous $2.25
Rooms for
Single room, fl.SI
hammocks while they last, they go for rousekeeplng.
MVMIY, SALE AM)
11.85. You never bought a better pr week. No Invalids received.
TKANSKKn 6TABLJSS.
hammock for the money. All large
and have nice pillows. The lot on
Horses and Slides Bought end Ex
hand will not last long so better get
changed.
ENGAGE
one now. They are the real thing for
this kind of weather.
BKST TCKX-Orrrs"THE OITT.

MINNEAPOLIS
Rooming House

!

Sale

fiflid-Summ- er

TTVVKRY ARTICLE

L

Millinery in our
store has been marked down for our anI
nual Midsummer Clearance Sale which is
now on. We are now offering High Grade Millinery of every discription at prices never before
beard of in Albuquerque.

Mail Orders Promptly; Filled.
120 South

of

Miss
LUTZ
4th Street

STRONG'S

BOOK

STORE

By sowing hHtuoe
and
ever two uveki you can liave a conparkaxps 5 cents
stant supply- tell iih the
rael . Our ruirtomern
pa K ijree we sell are much lurgrc
ttu;.i ortliiutrly sold.
K. W. VEK.
Pl.oue I ft.
21, West l4d At e.

Simon Garcia' horses, rigs, saddles Second Street between Central en
Copper Ave.
and spring wagons for country tripe.
Call at my stor. 1X02 North Arno
street.

Hotel

Highland Liverv
AMBKOOK

118H West Silver Avenue.
Finest room, best location,
clean, cool, comfortable. Special
Bummer rates. Come.

BROS.

Vary low price on Kmrsen hose to Phons 9 8t
Ill John
Up to date turn-out- s.
out stock. Come In before we
Best driver
In the
'
city. Proprietor of "Sadie,"
sold out. I. H. Cos. TO I W. Cs
At.
the ptcnlo wagon.
.

Phone 832

Craigej

tf

J. A. WOOD, PROP. 1

!

Ml

